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Abstraci

The first main purpose of this study was to determine the ability

of the eiderly to aclapt to changes in technology, and nx¡ral-s anrl

values. The second purpose was to determine which factors will

facilitate coping. Data was obtained from a sample of 5l

non-institutionalized elderly res¡xrndents (6Ø years or older) who are

currently living in Greater Victcria.

Although none of the Eour hypotheses rvere sup¡:ortec1, there were

some interesting trends. A smail- association may be suggested between

the number of roles and the acceptance of morals anrl values. Ccnl-rar1z

to the hypotheses, the trend seems to indicate that peopie v¡hc are

high in roles are ¡ærhaps less able to adapt to changes in moral-s anrl

values than are those who have a few number of rol-es. Al-so, there

seems to be a slight trend rvith the number of coping strategies ancl

the ability to adapt to changes in moral-s and values. There was a

higher percentage of respondents who could adapt to the new morals

and values in the group who were high in the number of coping

strategies than l-ow in coping strategies. Although they are n<>t

significant, it appears that the number of roles anrl the number ¡¡f

coping strat.egies have some infiuence on the ability to adapt to

changes in morals and values.

Also of interest is the fact that when comparecl with the number

ii



of coping strategies, 7B% of the res¡nndents reçxrrterl being unable to

adapt to the ciranges in morafs and vaiues. It seems that adapting to

changes in morals and values requires that one changes too many

ingrainecl basic beliefs which may al-ter the basic personal-ity

structure, and as a result- it seems that the res¡rondents left tireir

value systems intact"

Adapting to changes in technology does not require a change in

oners basic beliefs, the way changes in morals and val-ues rlo. Changes

in technology usually require information about the product. Since iL

is easier to absorb netv information than to change values and

beliefs, tÌie respondents vrere better able to adapt to the changes in

technology than the changes in morals and values.

l-.1_ l_
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Introduction

A great many changes have occured in the last one hunclred years

or so. Inventions such as the automobil-e have had far reaching

consequences and have altereC the course of history. l:lot only did

the automobile provide a more rapid means of transportation; within

the same time span the assemÌ:ly tine revol-utionized the industrial

sector by providing the means L-'or goods to be mass-prorlucecl . llor u/as

technology the only change to have occurred. Nunerous alt-,-rations in

morals and values have also taken place. Three or fow decades ago'

for example, a stigma was attached to clivr:rcees. As a resuit, of this

stigma many had difficulty in finding a spouse. irlithin the iast tr,vo

decacles this attitude has been radically alterecì. Currently, the

attitude that divorce is an acceptable solution to an unsuccessful

marriage is quite prevalant.

People r'¿ho are now elderly have experienced many oÍ tÌrese

changes. They have seen the shift Êrom the horse and buggy tc ihe

automobile as the primary means of trans¡rcrtation and the increasing

conrnonality of the airplane. They have also witnessed the changes in

n¡crals and values. The world in which they gre\^/ up is considerabJ-y

different from that in which they are growing old (Toffler, l9BØ).

With the increas.ing number of changes, the rate at which they

have come about has accelerated. Such an increase in the rate of

change demands a corrL.sl¡onding increase in the rate of adjustment.

As a result, mÐy people have dif f iculty in adapting to these

changes. One must oEten learn about complex new products (such as



computers) in order to adapt, ancl shifts in values or the way one

thinks are frequently requirecl. Adcl to this the acceleraiing rate

çvith which these changes are taking piace, and it is apparent that

some people rvill experience diff iculty in coping. .llor these peopì-e,

the world may be a frustrating and alienating pl-ace, one that

overwhelms and even inhibits their ability to carry out many of their

routine tasks.

For the purposes of this study, these changes ivere separated inbo

two categories. The f irst are technological changes, rvhich incl-ude

things such as carr;, ra,oid transit, airplanes, televisicn,

telephones, satellites, the increasing use of computers in every Cay

life, banking machines, and code scanners in qrocery stores. Tn

addition, there have been corresponcìing changes in norals and r¡alues,

which cc¡ns1-itute the second category of changes. trach clecarle has

seen a shift in morals and values. Over time, there has been an

increase in the mobility of families causing an increase in [ì're

geographic isolation of nuclear families. Also, the standard of

Iiving has increased, especially since it is more acce¡rtabl-e for

rúomen to join the work force, and many of the jobs ar¡ailable are at

higher levels than they were previously. In adclition there have been

shifts in morais. in the last few decades there has been an increase

in the number of people living conrnon law.

These changes may be regarderl as stressors, which require some

form of coping or adaptation. Coping responses may take any number

of forms. For some, it means a change in the way they think, while

others will try to change ihe siluation. Some people respond to
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change by not rloing anything at all. These are all examples of

coping strategies r,vhich may be employed to facilitate adaptation. A

nLìmber of other factors may also ptay a part in coping. Age, sex,

health, education, income, Social class, locus of controi, socj-al

support, identities, ê9o Cevelo¡xnent, appraisal of events 
'

clesirability of events, and number of life events also have an effect

on how people cope. The factors v¡hich were studied are iclentiiies

anrl social support as weli as the number of coping strategies

employecì.

A group of 5I efulerly people (6Ø years cr over) from the greater

Victor ia area were stud ied . Each res¡nndent v¡as g iven a

questionnaire containing measures of the ability to adapt to

technologyr the ability to accept changes in morals and rzalucs as

weII as how many co.oing strategies are used, ancl the number of roles

(social suppor:t and identities) . The ability to arla,ot to changes in

morals ancl values and technology was calculatecl and the number o[

coping strategies and roles i,vere compareC with them to determine

their influence in coping.



Stress and Arlaptation

Those currently 65 years or older were born before L922, and have

seen many changes in their lifetime, not only in terms of technology

(ì,laisbitt , L9B2), but in terms of morals, values ancl standards as

well (I(eniston, Lg12) " For some, these changes are stressors with

rvhich one must cope. Adapting to tÌrese changes may generate stress.

Lazarus and Folkman (f984) define coping "as constantly changing

coEnitive and behavioral ef forts I,o manage speciiic exi-ernaI and/or

internal demands that are appraised as taxing or exceeding the

resources of the person" (p. I4I) .

Stressors may be categorized into twc types: normative and

non-normative events. Normative events are develo¡xnental changes

which most people experience over the course of their Lifetimes

(lvlcCubbin, Cauble, & Patterson, f 9B2) . ExampJ-es clf normat ivc

stressorS include marriage,. the "transition tc parenthood, raising

adolescent children, J-aunching children and retirement" (McCubbin et

aL., L982, p. xii) .

Non-normative events are the second type of stressor. These

stressors do not ordinarily occur and as a result are not anticipateci

(l4cCubbin et aI. , I9B2) . AJ-though some changes in technology,

morals, and values may be anticipated, they do not occur with the

salne regularity as normative events and will therefore be considererl

as non-normative.

Regardless of whether an event is normative or ncn-normative, if

one feels stressed by it, then some adjustment must be made to cope
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with it and reduce or elininate Lhe stress" It should be noted here

that any particular event will not be stessful to all people, ancl

that even if it is, it may be positive or negative (Meuller, LgBØ).

For example, takíng a trip is stressfui. Some peopie do not iike

traveling and will therefore consider it to be a negative stressor.

However, it is still stressful to those rvho en;oy taking tri¡:s since

it is a change which requires adjustment. The first exampie creates

some negative stress v¡hile the second results in positive stress

since it is a desirable change. Thus the appraisal cf the situation

is important in terms oE how one adapts.

Changes in Technology

Totfler (198Ø), concentrating on Elrrolle and North America,

explains that through history, three waves of change have drasticalllz

al-tered the way people live. The first wave was the agricultural

revolution which lasted for thousands of years. The second wave or

the industrial revolution began around L75Ø ancl continued un';il

approximately 1955. Ogburn and Nimkoff (l-955) note that Curing the

industriaL revolution there was a J-arge influx of people to the

cities since the cities had the factories and machinery and thus the

;obs. This resulted in a redrction in the role of the fanily as a

social institution. The increased mobility separated people from

friends and famil-y resuJ-ting in an increase in the probability of

divorce. Many of the most major changes occurre<1 in the late lBØØ's

and early and middle L9ØØ's. As an example of how technologl/ has
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altered our way of l-ife, Ogbufn and llimkoff (1955, P.25) explain how

suburbs de'¡eloped in res¡nnse to technologlz. Such inventions as mass

transit, cars, telephones, radio and television have made them

g)ssible. The industrial revc¡lution also radically altered other

aspects of life. suddenly iactories appeared across [he

country-side, procìucing such di'¡erse goods such as the tractor '

refrigerator, airplane and the tlzpewriter (Tof El-er , LgBØ, 9.22) .

Ogburn (Lg64, p.92) also notes that the ',vortci has seen extraorrlinary

growth in the number of discoveries in applied science as eviclencecl

by the growth in bhe number of patents. These in turn filter through

to the general public in the form of new ideas an,l products.

Tbffler (Lg$Ø) believes that the third wave began after 1955'

The third wave is marked by the advent of the compul-er and is "highly

technological and a¡ti-industrial" (Tbffler, 1980, p. Iø). He also

¡xrirrts out that the third wave will bring with it

a nei^l way of life based on di'¡ersiEied,
renewable energy sources i on methods oi
production that make most factory assembly
Iines obsolete i on ne\n/' non-nuclear
famil-ies; on a novel institution that
might be called the "electronic cottage";
and on radically changed schools and
corporations of the future (Tbffler I LgBØ t

p. LØ) .

I{an}z changes have already taken place. Ccxnputers are alrearly

well on the way to becoming household apptiances (Hallblade &

Mathews ¡ L9BØ, p. 24-25). They are used in direct appiications such

as in banks, grocery stores, Iodging and major trans¡nrtation systerns

as well- as in indirect applications rvhich are far less visible. Some
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of these j-nclucie ground and air traffic control-, inrlustry,

healthcare, and the tax system (l{allblade A Mathews ' t9BØ) ' Each of

these waves impacts on people and demands that they adiust' @burn

(Lg22) has suggested that humans are naturally suited to a farming,

or prior to that, a cave-dwelting lifestyle. Biolcgically speaking,

humans have remained unchanged since the l-ast ice age, ancl are suitsl

to the conclitions which existecl prior to industrialization. Ìlot cnJ-y

must the body adjust to sitting a[ a tiesk insteaC of huntì-ng, but t]re

mind must adapt to the overcrowding of cities as well as the lack of

close kin networks (Ogburn, L922, P.284-2BB).

TheelderJ-yoftodaygrewuprluringtheindustrialrevolution

(the second wave). The transition from the second to third wave is

not yet complete, and therefore they are feeling tþe effects of tr'vo

vraves which are at odds with one another. In the past ten years,

computers have spread far and wide, having a large impact on people.

T\venty years ago one rarely saw a computer, whereas now one can

hardly make a transaction at the bank without a computer being userl.

Frankel (Lg12), coÍments that "nothing cuts more quickly or cleeply

into a society's way of doing things than changes in technology rr

(p. I5B). Technology is very definitely changing the viay our society

does things.

In addition to technological change forcing adjustments' changes

in morals and values have multiplied. These changes are also

occurring at a very rapicl rate leaving little time for adjustment'

Time is required to adjust to new ideas and concepts, but with the

acceleratecl rate at which they are occurring there is l-ittle time for



that. This accel-erated rate represents an

ior peoplc to adapt (Toffler, L97Ø¡ Frankel,

3

unprecedented chaJ-lenge

L972) .

Changes in Morals and Values

In aridition to these rapid technological changes, significant

changes in terms of morais and values have arisen. Ft¡r example, when

r,vomen began to enter the rvork forcer rûerì v¡ere not as favourably

incl-ined to the idea as they are now (Ogburn ç |limkof f , L955,

p.l-84) . Ogburn and lJimkoff (f955, p. 5-7) cite many other changes in

the family which are inclicative of changes in the val-ues people

hol<i. These include: the decrease in religious behavior , and in

marriage and the family, Lhe increase of indiviciualism, divorce, and

the number of wives in the rvork r-"orce. C'oocie (1968) also notes that

in industrialized societies the Eertility rate usually falls and bha!:

the divorce rate ivill be high. Al-so included is the increase in pre-

and extramarital intercourse, now tempered wibh the threat o[

diseases such as AIDS and herpes. Finally, they ncte that

contraceptives are more widely used suggesting other changing values.

Peopl-e wish to have ferver children, but will invest m)re in them in

terms of time, efiort and emotional investment (Ogburn a uimkoff,

1955, p.1f5). Wargon (f975) notes that "chil-dbearing levels in

Canada are novJ at the Iowest point ever in tl-ris country" (p. f 63) .

She also 1:oints out that more people are having families and that-

there has been an increase in the number of moderate-sized families

and a decrease in very small- anci very large families.
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Garrett (1982) points out that during the mid L96Ø' s there r^/as a

"swift institutionalizing of values, norms and s<rial behaviors

generally opposed by the middle class family" (p. 5Ø). FIe al-so notes

that many of the ideas "introduced by the youth culture have found

their way into adult life-styles and family practices" (p. 5r). Many

changes in values have taken place (Commager , L972; Frankel L916).

During the Lg6ø' s ancl L97Ç1's a movement towar¡ls indivirluality,

autonomy, s¡xxtaneity, and equality boomed. Younger people began

holding val-ues quite different from their parents' values. AÌso,

Frankel (f976) feets that a .lecrease in ,oarental autl-rority occurrerl

due to "schools, the media, and most of all by the rapid changes in

the quality of experience and intellectual, moral, ancl esthetic

styles of an innovative industrial society" (p. 356). The degree cE

control which parents exercised over their chilciren was clininished

dur ing that per iori.

ReIIak (L974) states that previously held noral values are

regarded as being obsolete, as well as the judgment of scientific an<l

artistic values, with the result that the elderiy are losing a

function they previously held. They are unable to give rlirection t<>

those younger than them because their experiences are no J-onger

reievant (Bellak , L914,' Frankel, L916¡ Keniston , L9l2; Mclain ç

Weigert , L919; PoIIak , L9BØ). It must be very frustrating for the

elderly to find that much of their experience is no longer relerzant-

and therefore ignored by the young.

In the past, the elderly were sought for their knowleacige and

wisclom. Very little changed, making their experienccs as relevant
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for their children as for themselves. Tbclay this is no longer true.

Often the young people are more knor,vlcdgeable than their elders since

many areas are

consLantly, it

ner{ (Ogburn , L964, p. 49) " With change occtrrring

impossible to keep abreast of all of it.

The concept of cultural lag aids in explaining why change can be

so disruptive. During periods of change efforts are made to aCapt.

Some of these efforts will result in effectirze adaptation whiie

others rvill result in maladjustmeni:. Additionally, change frequently

does not occur at the same rate. Some parts oE the culture adjust-

rapidly, others lag behind (Ogburn , L964, p" 6I) . Ogburn (L922, p.

26Ø) believed that this is due to society being heterogeneous. Il:

ciivides itself into many cì-asses and groups. Change may be requirerl

by only one groupr !et, all of society is forced to change along with

it. What is beneficial for one group¡ rtrây be detrimental to another.

I"lany of these changes impact on the non-material culture as well

as the material one. It may be particularly diificult to change the

non-material culture since it occupies quite a strong E:sition

(Ogburn, L922, p. 263-264). The values, morals, mores and some

customs receive strong approval from the group and reflect their

attitudes regarding right and wrong, (or even the existence of rigì-rt

or wrong), and the correct way of doing things. Since they are the

accepted standards of the group, pressure is brought to Ìlear to

enforce conformity. Ogburn (L922) states that:

These emotional r¡alues of group approval
appear to be forces resisting change'
perhaps partly because of habit,
conditioned reflexes, social pressure'
love of the past through forgetting the
unpleasant, and perhaps the recognition

SO
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that these vJays
worked in the past

doing things have
263-264) "

It may also be that, if they are changecl the order and the

siructure of the group may be threatened.

The impact of changing values goes beyond causing a loss of

control or the inability to guicle younger generations. Some

researchers believe that the personality remains relatively stable

over tire course of a lifespan (Gallagher, Thompson, & Peterson, l9B2;

L'cevinger & wessler, L97Ø), and for the elderly, it is essential that

a sense of c<-:ntinuity in value systems be maintainerl, since ii-

appears to be part of the adaptive process (Lowenthal t Chiriboga,

L913). Changing values couÌd be very disruptive to the persona!-it1z

since one's reality is based u¡xtn them (Clark, L967). in t¡ther

v¡ords, the ivay in which people view the r'¿orld is basecl on the values

they possess. Clark (f967) notes that val-ues "are the building

blocks, noL only of self-esteem, but also of the very deiinition oÍ

reality" (p.62) . Values prorricle a yardstick for measuring worth.

They provide the criteria or standard for measurement of behav:-or,

modes of conduct (Horrocks & Jackson, L972, p. 52), other people, or

the physical environment (Kaplan, l9B3). More im¡nrtantly, values

provide the criteria for one to judge his/her ovrn behavior and bo

evaluate the proximity to valued states and goals to determine one's

worth. Humans need to think of themselves Snsitively (Kaplan, l9B3).

According to Horrocks and Jackson (L972, p.7Ø) the process o-[

socialization helps to institl values ear-Ly in life and manifest

themselves in the attil-udes expressed by the indi'¡idual. At f irst

of
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\/alues are acquired tÌrrcugh parents or guardians, but later this

circle of influence wiLI widen. In adriition, books and other media

will have an effect on the individual's values, thus influencing

stanCards of behavior " The value system directs the roles one takes

and therefore his/her identity (Horrocks & Jackson, L972, p.77-78) .

In all probability, conElict will result when the values of one

person are not consistent with the values r:f another. For exampì-e,

bhe values of a teenager's peers may contradict those oE his.,/her

parents. Resolution may come in the form of com¡:romise or the

individual may chc¡ose one side, thereby obtaining their approval and

acceptance, but be rejected and disapproved of by the sicle which was

not selected (Horrocks & Jackson, L912, p.B2).

Florrocks an.l Jackson (L972) note that "individual dif Eerences are

evidence that some individuals become more flexible in appJ-ying their

standards than are others" (p. Bf) . This flexibility coulcl be quite

beneficial to the elderly. Not only woul-d they be able to relate tr¡

their peers, but they would be better able to reiate to the younger

generations. In turn, this wiII give a broader perspective of the

world, ultimately increasing the probability of adaptation.

Adapting to a large scale reordering of the worlrl may be rz,:ry

difficult, and it would appear that the elderly may not be able to

completely change their value systems to accomodate al-l cf the

changes (Clark , L961). This will have far reachì-ng consequences

because continuì-ty in value systems aids the abiLity to adapt

(Lowenthal- c Chiriboga , L913). The abitity to adapt may then be

diminished. One must adapt to the technological- changes r,vhich have
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taken pJ-acer âs well as the changes in values and morals" For some

this may al)pear to be a monumental task.

The world we experience is changing very rapidly, and peopJ-e are

constanl-ly bombarded with the unEamiliar. "The unpredictability

arising from novelty undermines (their) sense of reality' (Tbffler,

L97Ø , ,Ð. 347) .

The sense of reality of the self and
of the world, dePends upon whether
external events are experienced as real,
embedded in a familiar context. It
depends upon the famiiiar and unobtrusive
functioning of our world and upon our own

f amiliar ity with the ¡>hysical self
(Bellak, L974, p. 52) .

i{hren the world cannot be experienced in a Eamiliar context-' one

may become confused. Since identir-y and possibly even sanity are

based upon this taken-Íor-grantecl nature o'r the wor ld , âñY

alterations in this structure are potentially damaging. The abiiiiy

to arlapt to these changes requires a redefinition of one's view cf

the wcrld so that it will be congruent with the information

received. If unable to adapt, then one must try to function wit--h a

view of the world which is obsolete. However, this '¿iew is not

consistent with the way the world is in reality and i" makes it

increasingly difficutt to experience the world in a familiar

context. When this occurs, "the sense of reality of the self and of

the world" (Bellak, L974, p. 52) may not rest on a f irm fcundat.ion,

anci the sense of reality may be lost. Keniston (L912), states that

"technological change creates reactionary counterforces among those
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whose skil-ls, life-styl-es and val-ues have been made obsolete" (p.

tra\JLJ.

For those who have difficuity in dealing with change the world is

a very frightening place, especially since it is increasingly

clifficult to arzoid or ignore these changes. This inability to cope

is liable to cause feelings of frustration, rlespair, Ioss of control,

l-relplessness and a general feeling of being overç¡helmerl anC as @burn

(L922, p.19Ø) gtints out, change may cause feeiings of fear ancl

anxiety. Tn adc.lition, Ilorrocks and Jackson (L9'72, p.L25) note that

in old age the question oE self-esteem arises. The individual must

cope r,vith retirement, the death of friencls, ancl decreasing physical

ability as well as the change in the environment.

These changes may cause apathy, emotional withdralal,

disorientation t ot ciistortion of reality (Tbffler, L91Ø). It must be

stressecl that nct everyone will be affected to such a (legree by these

changes. Tb some, these changes will be regarcled as stressors, but

to others they will not. The way a situation is appraiserl anci the

ability or inability to deal with it will determine whether or not

they are considered stressors.

Impact of Life Events

Thoits (f983b) defines "Iife events or liie changes as

objective experiences that disrupt or threaten to disrupt an

individual's usual activities, causing a substantial readjustment in

that individual's behavior" (p.34). The råsutts of a study by
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I¡üill-iams, Ware, and Donald (lg8f) suggest that when l-ife event level-s

are high people tend to have poorer menLal healtsh.

Both normative and non-normative events are types of life

events. /\s mentioned previously, not all- events are negatirze,

indeed, flily are positive" Therefore, the apprai.sal of a situaticn

is a key factor in whether or not one i'¿iII define it as being

stressful and to what clegree (Chiriboga & Cutler , L9BØ; FloroiviLz &

Wilner , LgBØ; Lazarus, L966¡ and lr¡wenthal ç Chiriboga, L973) .

Folkman and Lazarus (f9BØ) define appraisal as

the cognitive process through which an
event is evaluated with respect to what is
at stake (pr inar y appraisal ) and rvhat
coprng resources and options are
available (secondary appraisal) (p. 223),

Appraisal of Events

Coping efforts are made as a result oi a stressiul appraisal.

Folkman and Lazarus (198Ø) al-so believe that appraisal and coping

efforts are part of an ongoing process whereby each continual-ly

influences the other. Therefore, the stressful appraisal as well as

the coping efforts are continually being modified.

Ho1mes and Houston (L974) conducted a study and found that the

appraisal of a situation influenced the degree of stress the subjects

experienced. This is also related to how well people feel they are

able to deal with the particular event. Those rvho feel capable oi

dealing with an event will experience less stress than those who do

not feel capable of handling the situation.
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Hinl<le (l-g74, P.29) stucjied a group of people who had experienced

numerous changes and had very little illness and noted that there

were others vJho had suffered many illnesses anri yet hacl not undergone

as much change. He concluded "that those who had experiencecl the

greater amount of illness har1, in general, perceivecl their

envirorunent as more threatening, challenging, ancl demanding, and

frustrating than the heal-thier people" 1p.29). Thus, if one is not

threatened by change and feels capable of dealing vrith it, one rvill

experience less negative stress than one v¿ho does perceive change as

threatening. Thomas (I95f) sunrnarizes this quite well by stating "if

peopte Cefine situations as real, they are real in their

c-cnsequences" (p. 14) .

Andrews, TennanL, Hewson and Vaillant (f978) believe that tÌrere

are three factors which account for individual differences in the way

people react and deai rvith stress. The first factor is lhe appraisal

of the situation or the significance the event (s) , which is

influenced by prior experience in dealing with similar events. The

second factor is comprised of the personality attributes; the abiliiy

to control (or the belief that one is controlling) one's life, self

esteem, and anxiety proneness all influence abilities. Tllirdly,

coping strategies are utilized to help manage or elininate the stress

caused by the event(s).

In reviewing a number of siuclies, Thoits (I9B3b) concluded that

the

degree of change per se is not distress
producing. Rather, change in combination
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with other event qualities (eg.
undesirabitity, uncontrollability, time
clustering) appears to produce dist-ress
(P.7s)

Desirability of Events

thoits (I9B3b) reviewed a number of studies on the ciesirabiiity

of events, and notes that as the number or severity of events

increases, so cloes the probability that coping efforts will be

overwhelmerl. The resuits also inrlicated bhat as the number of-

undesirable events increasecl, the probabiJ-ity of being diagnoseci as

depressed, schizophrenic ¡ oL experiencing slnnptoms of psychological

<listress or psychopathological behaviors was higher than for the

total number of events which have been experienced. In other words,

psychologicai 'listurbance was not as highly correlated with the sum

of the change as it was the sum of undesirable change (Thoits,

f983b) . In addition, the results of a study by Ì'Iorris ancl i{urrell

(f984) on older adults suggest that higher global stress vras

correlated with fewer resources and a greater number of unrlesirable

events.

In a discussion by McFarlane, lJorman, Streiner, Roy, and Scott

(f9BØ) they concluded that undesirable events are strongly associaterl

with stress v¡hereas desirable events are not; also, that the

perception of being in control will influence the outcome. If one

perceives that he,/she is not in control the undesirable event(s) will

have a greater impact. Additionally, the iack of. control or

anticipation of a desirable event rvill cause it to be more

disruptive. Husainj- and Neff's (I9BØ) findings seem to agree rvith
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this. As the nunber of undesirable and unpreventable events

increasedrelative to the total number of er¡ents expelienced, "the

higher was the inrlivirluaf 's leve] of psychiatric slnnptomatology" (p.

L64) .

The evaluation of tÌre ability to control a situation will also

affect coping. For example, experiencing an undesirable erzent in

which one perceives that it is noi possible to control that event may

increase the probability of experiencing feelings of helplessness and

hopelessness. These Eeelings malz luud to psychological disturbance

or more specifically, depressive symptoms (Thoits, l983b).

i',lcFarlane et al. (I9BØ) , also seem to believe that the inability

to "infl-uence undesirable events leads to a feeling of helplessness

and discouragement or a state of gi'zing up" (p. 232) . It woufcì

appear that Husaini and Neff (198Ø) concur. If undesirable events

v¡hich are uncontrollable are exper iencecl and social sup¡xtrt is

lacking, higher ievels of slmptomatology may resuli (Ilusaini e l'tref f ,

LgBØ) .

In regards to the number and timing of life events, Thoits,

(f983b) conrnents that:

The more expcsure to life events in a
given period, the greater the distress
symptomology, the greater the likelihcod
of hospitalization for psychiatric
disorder, and the greater the probability
of psychopatholcx;ical behavior 1p.aØ).

Number of Life Events

Thoj.ts (I983b) seems to presume that as the number of l-ife
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events increases, ieaving little time for adjustment and recovery

between each event, the probability that coping strategies r,vill be

overwhelmed should increase dramatically. When erzents are '.vell

spaced, there should be suf f icient time to rleal wit-h each, thus

reducing the threat. On reviewing a nt¡nber oE studies, Thcits

(I9B3b) found that most events tended to cluster in the three to four

week period prior to the appearance of depressi'ze s1'rnptoms 
'

schizophrenic symptoms, and suicide attempts. Also, clinicall)¡

depressed female patients were found to have four times the number r-¡f

severe events as compared to normal r¡,Ðmen (frloils, l983b) .

I,,Ihy then may persistent or severe Life erzents lead to

psychological problems? After reviewing a nunber of studies, Thoits

(l983l¡) concludes that they may have an impact upon people since they

may cause them to view themselves negatively. It is essential that

hunan beings be able to maintain a positive sel-t-regard, and a sense

of worth in order to continue existence. Nurnerous or severe life

events threaten onets self-esteem and feelings of being in control.

If one's self-esteem and a sense oE conirol are eroclecl suff iciently'

anxiety or depression maY result.

Appraisal is obviously an impcrtant factor in dealing with

stress. There are however, fiâny other variables which influence the

way people cope.

Factors Affecting the Ability or Inability to Cope

A number of factors are believed to affect the ability or
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inabitity to cope: these include age, sex, education, income, social

class, heaith, cognitive €unctioning, social support, locus oi

control, number of coping strategies, number of identities, and ego

development.

palmore, clevelancl, t{owlin, Ranrn, and siegler (L979) and Guttmann

(f978) found that people with more resources had less rlifficuity in

adapting than those ivith fewer resources. In a stu:1y of the eklerly,

Guttmann's (1978) f inciings suggested that "th()se who r^/ere !/ounger /

better educated, had higher incomes and who perceived their cwn

capabilities positively" (p. 465) vrere better able to cope '

However, it is g:ssible that people who cope well happen to have

these characteristics because of their coping abilities.

Norris ancl MurreII (f984) separated their respondents into

strong and weak resource categories. At low, moderate and high le'rels

of unciesirable events, strong resource people exfÈrienced Iess stress

than weak resource people. As the number of undesirable eizeuts

increased, the level of stress also rose for both groups ' Contrary

to the researchers' prectictions' the tvio resource groups converged at

a very high number of undesirable events, and the strong resource

group experienced nlf,re stress than the l-ow resource group. It vr]ulcl

seem that at very high levels of undesirabl-e events even strcng

resources can not help alleviate the stress. When the strong and

weak resource groups were compared in terms of global stress and

depression, it v¡as found that at levels of little or no stress both

the lveak and strong resource groups experienced almost the same levei

of depression. As the amount of global stress increased however' the
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Ievel of depression for the weak resource group increased more

rapidly than for the strong resource group. In general, resources

appear to have many protective functj-ons. The possession of strong

resources seemed to help reduce global stress and was associateci r,vittr

low depression. AIso, it appears that when stress is experienceci by

a person of such strong resources, the probability of experiencing

hopelessness and despair is reduced.

ês9

litcCrae (L982) studied bhe relationship betv¡een age anci coping in

a sample of men and r{omen ranging in ages from 24 to 9I years, and

found that as age increased, the use of immature coping mechanisms

(hostile reactions, escapist fantasy, assessing blame, self-blame anrl

¡tassivity) decreased, whereas mature mechanisms (substitution,

restraint, rational action, and hurnor ) remained constant. Tn

general, the etderly tended not to use immature mechanisms as

frequently as the younger groups. McCrae does caution however that-

the results may be biased due to the sample of elderly res¡rcndents

whom tended to be in better physical and mental health than the

general ¡ropulation.

In a study by Pearlin and Schooler (f978) it was concluded that

younger people tended to use different coping strategies than olJer

people, with a net result of older people being able to cope as weLI

as younger people. These results do not support the contention that

older peopte are unable to cope effectivel-y or that they are

particularly vulnerable.
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Social Class

Kessler, Price and Wortman (1985) reviewed of a numl¡er of

studies on social class differences to determine if social ciass is a

iactor in coping. They concluded that individuals occupying sociaiLy

rlisadvantaged positions have a greater incidence of psychiabric

disorder than those rvho are in more advantaged positicns. Brown, ldi

Bhrolchain, and Harris (f975) concur. The findings ot a study by

Ilusaini anrl Nef f (I9BØ) suggest that people in the lower income

categories scored lower in terms of well-being anrl seemed to have

higher levels of depressive symptomatology. Kessler et ai, (f985)

also reviewed some studies which suggest that lower class people d()

not have as many supportive social relationships and that they may

possess personality characteristics "such as low self-esteem'

fatalism, and intellectual inflexibility (KessJ-er et âI., 1985,

p.56I), which make them more vul-nerabie to stress.

Pearlin and Schooler (f978) conclucted a stucly and observed that

those having better educations and higher incomes harl less clifficulty

in dealing with rnarital ancl parental problems and were significantly

better off in regards to dealing with economic and occupational

probiems. For example, they were able to attribute less value to

monetary success. T'hose who are not very rvell off cannot afÊord this

luxwy. Pearlin and Schooler (1978) raise the question of whether

those with greater education and income have better access to

effective coping strategies as a result of their situation or if they

attained their position because they had better coping skills

initially. They found some support for the former theory.
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Health

Health has al-so been identified as a factor affecting the ability

to cope. Lieberman (1975) explains that in order to cope, an

individual requires a certain level of cognitive functioning to

appraise a situation and establish coping strategies. In addition'

it has been suggested that ,oeople in good physical health are bet-ter

abte to cope than those in poor health (Fales, L9BØ; Havighurst-,

1968; and Hoffman, l98l).

Sex

There is some conl-roversy over whether or not sex affects the

ability or inabili.ty to cope. Pearlin and Schooler (f978) found a

marked difference in the tvay men and women cope.

Men more often possess psycholocaical
attr ibutes or employ resiÐnses that
inhibit stressful outcomes of
life-problemsi and in two of the three
instances where women more otten employ a
response it is lil<ely to result not in
less stress, but in more (Pearlin &

Schooler, L978, p.15)

They also ¡roint out that it is possible that Lhis inability to

cope effectively may be one of the unrlerlying reasons for the greater

incidence of women with psychological disturbances.

In their review, Kessler et aI. (1985) noted that there is a two

to one ratio betrveen men and wcmen in regards to the frequency oi

extreme levels of psychiatric distress reported. Further' they
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conclude that women are moEe vulnerable to the effects of stressful

evenis than are men. Some possible reasons Eor this include

decreased access to social- support, personality characteristics as

well as Pearl-in and Schooler's (1978) conciusion Lhat wc{nen ¡.1) nct

have as effective coping strategies as men. However, Kessler et al.

(f985) are quick to point out that this does not hold true For all

events. For example, it appears that widov¿s are more capabÌe oi

adjusting than widowers, and that \.,romen are just as competent, iÍ not

more so at adjusting to divorce as are men. Finally, men are more

affected by financial difEiculties than ivomen (Kessler et aI. I9B5).

The results of a study by trolkman and Iazarus (fg8Ø) contradici-

the findings of Pearlin and Schooler (f978) and Kessler et al.

(1985). They found very little difference in the way that men anrl

\^/omen appraised events. Also, there was little sup¡nrt for tlle

contention that women do not cope as effectively as men. Folkman anri

Lazarus (I9BØ) conclude that "men did use more problem focuseci coping

than women, but onJ-y at v¡f,rk and in situations (appraised as)

requiring acceptance and more information" (p. 234) . firey also adri

that no sex differences in the use of emotion focused copi-ng were

found. Contrary to the conclusions of other researchers Folknan an,l

Lazarus (I9BØ) believe that males and females cope in much the same

way.

Social Support

In reviewing a number of studies on bereavement, Gallagher et

al. (f982), found that social support is a significant factor in
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coping'especiallyinstressfulcircunstances.Connor,Pcwers,and

Bultena (Lglg) further qualiEy this by stating that the degree of

intirnacyisalsoveryim5nrtant.Alargenumberofacquaintencesmay

notbenearlyasbeneficialasafewveryciosefriends.Tl--isthe

qualityratherthanthequantitywhichiscleterminingfactorin

adaptation.Havingaconficjant(s)helpstobufferagainstStress.

rntermsof.thechangeswhichhavetakenpiacerhavinga

confidant or supportive social network may be læneficial since a

conEidant can act as an informant. Herlshe may help to expose the

elderlypersontothesechanges,explainwhati-rashappenedandhelp

the elderly person to understand and deal with what has happened'

çgllroffability of Events

Another factor v¡hich is beneficial is

(1979) examined the ability to cope

Lhose who were able to cope successfully:

Locus of control. Kobasa

in executives anrl founci that

are distinguished by their conunitment to

toi l;;k "É 
alienatiõn from) self" "and

tfråir internal (as op¡nseri to external)
foãus oE control (Kobasa ' L9'79' P' B)'

Locus of contror refers to one's perception of being in control

of. a situation. Those who feel they have little control over a

situation (external locus of control-) believe in fate' luck or karma;

inotherwords,thingswhicharebeyondtheircontrol.However,

those with an internal locus of control perceive that they can

influenceeventsandthatwhathappensisduetotheirownefforts,
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and not chance.

After reviewing many studies, Thoits (f983b) came to the

conclusion that uncontrollable events were more strongly correlate<l

with psychological disturbances such as depression than r,v-ôre

controllable events" Also, McFarlane, Allan, Norman, Streiner, Roy,

and Scott (f9BØ) conclu.ied that if one had total stntrol over en

undesirable event, little or no stress would be experienced. Tf the

person had no control over the event, then there u/as a very strong

correlation with stress. In adCition, in a study on locus of

control, retirement and life satisfaction, O'Brien (I9Bl-, p.3LI)

found that those with an external locus of control preferred more

structured environments in contrast with those with an internal locus

of control, who did not Iike the environment to be structursl.

The number of coping strategies that one has to rlrar,v on ill al-rlo

an im¡nrtant factor in adaptation. Michaelson, Michae.ì-son, and

Swenson (f982) found that people who used more coping strategies had

a better understanding of the situation and were better able to deal

with it because of a larger repertoire of strategies to choose frcm.

Those having fewer strategies to choose from had n¡¡re difficulty in

understanding and dealing rvi'.h the situation than clid those with a

larger number of coping stategies.

Number of Identities

The number of identities which cne possesses may influence the
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ability to cope. The results of a study by Titoits (l9B3a) indicate

that as the number of identiIies increases, the probability of

psychological rlistress decreases, and converselY¡ as the nunber of

identities decreases, the probability of psychological distress

increases. In general, acccumul-ation of identities is conducive to

psychological well-being, whereas the loss or lack of identities

,letracts from it-. In addition, the loss of one identity is not

Likely to be as significant for one rvith numerous identities as it is

for one with few identities since there are many other iclentities to

rely on.

Ego Development

FinaIIy, the ability to cope is influencecl by ego clevelopment.

Swenson (L971) describes ego development as "the 'Master' ¡:ersonalitlz

trait, whì-ch descrit¡es the stages of develo¡xnent of the ego or selÍ

system and which organizes and integrates all other aspects ¡:f the

¡rersonality" (p. 41) .

Michaelson et al . (f 982) found that those wi"-h high ego

development were able to cope much better than those whose eg<l

development was low. Low ego development persons were affected by

the situation to a far greater degree than high ego der¡elopment

persons (Swenson , L977). The people with high ego development were

able to understand the situation nìore fully and were better equipped

to deal- with it.

AII of the above factors influence the abilit-y to cope to some

degree. However, some factors are nþre significant or have greater
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infuence on the ability to cope than others. For the purposes '.¡f

this paper, three of these factors have been sel-ected for further

sturly and will now be explained in greater detail.

Relevant Factors

The three factors which are relevant to this study are the nrrmber

of coping strategies, the number of identities, ancl the amount oi

social support or number of confirjants one has.

Initially the level of ego development vras inclucied in the

relevant factors. However, the measure for ego Ce'¡elc[xnent proved

unworkable and it was removed from the questionnaire. Since rnany

aspects of the nwnber of identities were similar to ego rlevelcpment

¡-he number of identities was substitutecl [or the ]-evel of ego

Cevelopment.

Coping Strategies and Adaptation

The number of coping strategies that one pcssesses is an

im¡nrtant factor in adaptation. Pearlin and Schooler (f978) glint

out that having a varied coping repertoire is essential for effective

adaptation. There is no one coping strategy which wiII cover everi/

situation and ensure successful coping. Tn tireir study, Pearlin anci

Schooler (1978) found that some strategies were suited for some

situations ivhile others u/ere more suited to different situations.

With a greater nr.¡nber of coping strategies a more suitable or

appropriate strategy may be used ior a particular problem, thereby
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increasing the probability of adapting (Pearlin and Schooler, 1978).

Identit.ies and Adaptation

Thre number of identities which one possesses also afEects the

ability to adapt. Starting at birthL, a baby is given a number of

irientities (e.g. dependent child. member of a family, sibling) and as

a resul-t, the baby is expected to behave in certain ways. Kaplan

(1983) believes that assigning these social identities to the chilrl

at an early age will also facilitate early instruction (whether it be

formal or informal) and give the child the required resources ancl

attributes to carry out the role expectations created by the social

iclentities. He also states that due to Eaulty socialization, no

individual will develop all of the experiences and abilities require<ì

by the environment. Behaviors and responses cannot be taught if lhe

socializing agent(s) do not possess them. One cannot teach what one

cìoes noi know. Thus,

the adequacy of a person's resources is a
direct function of his membership in
social groupings that make available to
the individual resources that are relevant
to the approximation to valued states
(Kaplan' 1983, p.224) .

t,tcCall and Sinrnons (1978) have a slightly different conception of

role-identities. They believe that the role-identity is what the

player imagines it as being. "lr4cre intuitively, such a role-identity

is his imaginative view of himself as he likes to think of himself

being and acting as an occupant of that Snsition" (¡,bcall & Sinnnons,
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LglB, p.67). Horrocks and Jackson (L972) state that:

an identity is a self assumption of the
situationalÌy selected self reference
meanings of the organism occurring at any
point in time. An identitY is how an
individual defines himself when confronted
by a given context and is called into
being only when circumstances demand a

self-action. In this sense, an identity is
a self-hypothesis 1P.58) .

Further, Iìorrocks and Jackson (L972, P. 59) bel-ieve that a role is

the manner in which one puts an identity into use. It is the

behavioral manifestation of the self-hypothesis. Some of these

iCentities may be aspiration identities. One may hold certain goals

for him/herself in terms of what he/she may wish to be, which may not

even be obtainable (Horrocks & Jackson, L912, p.59).

This ideal view of the role-identity provides stanrlarcls by which

one can measure his/her behavior. When behavior is not consistent

with the standards, the pers()n may feel threatened or embarrassed ()r

may choose to forget Lhe incident and simply remember another which

is more in keeping with one's own self view (McCaII & Sinrnonst L978,

p.69)

McCaIl and Sinrnons (1978) also note that role-identities give

meaning to behavior and everyday life, since they determine how the

e¡crld is interpreted. "They largely determine our interpretation of

the situations, events, and other people we encounter" (McCall C

Sirmnons, Lg7B, p. 69-7Ø) as well as past, present, and future events

(Horrocks & Jackson, L972, p.55). Horrocks and Jackson (L972, p.55)
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believe that one,s behavior is greatly influenced by the meanings

cne has created. These role-identities are idealized, hower¡er the

people we interact with will either ccnfirm or clisconfirm our views,

ihus giving feedback on the accuracy of those interpretaticns '

Therefore, a compromise can be achieved between what the person is

really like and what the person wouLd like to believe he,/she is like '

Ilorrocks anci Jackson (Lg'72, ¡;.BB) agree with Mccall anrl sinnnons

(1978) that through mocleling and imitation a child receives Eeedback

which aids in evaluating the performance. Horrocks anrl Jackscn

(Lg72, p.B6) seem to believe that the feedback takes the Êorm of

acceptance or rejection of one's behavior by others' Other 1:eople

are then invotved in the reality testing of the identity' It follows

then that the child will probably prefer those people who confirm the

child's views about him/herself, and as a result wiII probably set:k

the approval of those people. c-onsequently, it appears that peer

relationships are fundamental in the establishment of a stable ser- of

identities (Horrocks ç Jackson' L912t p'BB-9i-) '

Each person is placed in a number of roles, for whicli there are

behaviorat expectations (Thoits, l983a; Horrocks & Jackson ' L9'72' p'

59). These roles or social positions are meaningful to the person

enacting them. Thoits (r983a) seems to believe that they help to

tlef ine one's position relative to a particular relationsÌ'tip, and when

he,/she continues to take the same position and behaves as expected

within this relationship, then he/she acquires an identity' since

the person has a number of relationships, he/she will also possess a

number of social positions, therefore, he/she has a set of
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identities.

Thoits (I9B3a) defines the self

as a set of discrete identities - self
definitions in terms of occupied social
positions. " . Thus, if one knows who one
is (in a social sense), then one knows how

to behave. RoIe requirements girze
pur¡x)se, meaning, direction, and guidance
to one's life. The greater tÌre number of
identities held, the stronger one's sense
of meaningful, guided existence (p. I75) .

Thoits (l9$3a) adds that the op¡nsite is also true" If one does

not- knolv who one is (in a social sense) , or if a valued itlenl-ity is

lost, then he,/she will not know how to act. In consequencer a great

deal of anxiety or depression may be experienced¡ or severely

disorganized behavior may be exhibiterl. It is concluded that in

general, the accumulation of i<lentities should enhance psyctrological

well-being, whereas identity loss or lack will be rietrimental to il.

It EoIIows then, that people who are unmarried, unemployed, working

in the home, retired, divorced, widowed, or live alone wiII in all

probability have fewer identities and therefore, âñ increasecl

probability of psychological disturbance (Íhoits, l9B3a) .

Men usually have more roles than women since they are less likely

to be widowed and are more likely to be working (I-owenthal and l.Iaven,

f96B). Lowenthal and Haven (f968) note that as age increases, this

discrepancy becomes larger. At age 75 and above , 4Ø percent of men

have three or ncre ro1es, whereas only 15 percent of !Ðmen have three

or Íìore.
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Thoits, (l9$3a) reviewed a number of studies and found that

significant role losses t ot the death of a spcuse are occurrences

which are more prevalent in the experience of psychiatric patients

before the beginning of the illness than of the control populat-ion.

Further, people were more Iikely to become psychologicaliy clisturbecl

with a greater number of life events experienced, particuì-arly if

they were undesirable life events.

These finclings are similar to the results obr-ained by Lowenl-hal-

and Haven (l-968) . They suggest that social roles anrl ìligh

interaction are correlated with mental health, although r-hey cautir¡n

that their absence Coes not necessarily indicate poor mental health.

Apparently social resources are less highf y correlated r,vi th a

satisfieci state than social deficits are correlated with a depresserl

state (Iowenthal and Haven).

The self consists of many identities, some of which are more

important than others. Horrocks and Jackson (L9'72) note that "those

iclentities or concepts of highest significance in the seif-process

are most representative of values held tending to take precedence in

an individual's actions" (p.76). These identities may be arranged in

order of salience, with salience being defined as "the probability

that a given identity wiII be invoked across a variety of situations"

(Thoits, l983a, p.L76). The degree of conrnitment that one has to an

identity determines its salience (l4cCaII & Sinrnons, L978, p.76, and

Thoits, I9B3a). "Commitment is a function of the number of affectir¡e

im¡nrtance, and multiplicity (or overlap) oÊ network ties that are

formed by the person enacting an identity" (Thoits, l983a, p.I76).
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in other words, it is a reflection of cultural ranking of the

subjective imSnrtance attached to the clifferent identities; the

anount of work invcsted in them, and the clegree to which the

identities are tierl to one another (Thoits, I9B3a).

Some identities are more salient than others and provide greater

rneaning to the individual. Because they have more meaning, they piay

a more crucial part in the structure or perception the inCi'¡idual has

oÍ him,/herself . Horrocks and Jackson (L912, P. 91) comment that tìre

Ioss of an iclentity or cl-uster of i<lentities which are particularly

meaningful to the indir¡idual wilt cause a great cleal of

selfdisorientation since many of his/her self-meanings have been

removed.

It also seems logical to assume that in general, the more salient

iclentit j.es one possesses, the less likely one is tc be greatly

affected by the loss o[ any single iclentity - over tìre longer t':rm'

ilorrocks and Jackson (L972, p.LØ2) state that the greater the number

of identities one possesses, the better the chance f.or fiexibie

adaptation. In addition, the fewer i<lentities one has, the greater

the probabiiity of serious disruption occurring due to the loss oE a

single identity, since there is a greater chance of it being a

sal-ient identity and there is a dearth of other identities to take

its place.

Identities may have a great deal of importance in regarrfs Lo the

elderly. Aging is often considered to be a time oi loss. Some of

these losses may inclucie retirement, death of a sÍÐuse, death of

friends, or a decline in health. If one has few identities then the
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Ioss of one or mcre of them coul-d be very traumatic, since they give

meaning and purpose to life. When faced with a situation (especially

if it is new or novel) in which one must adapt. the person will have

much more difficulty because he/she does not have as many resources.

Orn the other han<1, one who has many identities will not be as

distresse<l over the loss of one Òr more identities since there are

other identities to rely on to help f ill the gap. Thus, vriten faced

with a new or novel situation, the person v¡ill be l¡etter able to

adapt since a number of resources are still available.

Social Support and Adaptation

The third factor is social support. A number of researchers have

found that a confidant or a supportive social network is essential in

dealing with stress (Lin, Ensel, Simeone/ & I(uc, L911; L,owenthal 'S.

Haven, l95B; l4euller , LgBØ; Monroe, Imhoff, wise, & ilarris, 1983;

pearlin, Lieberman, Menaghan, & Mullan, lg$li Turner, l9$l). Also,

Haas-Hawkings (1978), anri Gallagher, et aI. (1982), found that

adaptation was less difficult when the elderly person had someone to

confide in. Vüiltiams, Ware and Donald (I9BI) found that at low,

medium, and high levels of life events, those çvho had more social

Support experienced better mental health. However, Pearlin' et al'

(fgBI) ¡:oint out that simply having friends or family does not ensure

that one will be the automatic beneficiary of support when it is

needed. They suggest that:

the degree to which people can draw on
social relations for sup¡nrt depends on
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flÐre than either the extensiveness of the
relations or the Erequency of interaction.
Support comes when people's engagement
with one another extends to a ]-evel of
involvement and concern, not when they
merely touch at the surface of each
other's lives (Pearlin, et â1., 19Bl' p.
34ø) "

Connor, Powers, and Bultena (f979), also warn against the "more

is better" assumption. It is not im¡nrtant how often or with hov¡

many one interacts, but rather the reason for getting together, under

what circumstances and with what degree of intimacy. Lowenthal an,:i

Haven (1968) also seem to support this view. Their tindings suggest

that intimacy is a significant factor in maintaining a sense oI

well-being. They believe that the presence oE a confidant acts as a

buffer against other life strains. Brown, Ni Bhrolchain, and ilarris

(f975) also found that those rated as high in intimacy were much less

likely to become rlisturbed than those who were low in intimacy.

For el-derty people, it seems to be impr:rtant to maintain closc

ties with one's friends and relatives since they help one to adjust

as well as to buffer against stressful events (Chappelt' l98l). In

her study of elderty people (aged 65 and over) Chappell (f983) foun,l

that the subjects' famil-ies were comprised of peers as well as

younger members. However, their friends were almost exclusively age

peers. It would appear thai these people do ha\/e intergenerational

contact but the majority of contact is with age peers.

In terms of the changes in technoloJy, mc¡rals and values, a

confidant or sup¡nrtive social network may be very beneficial by

acting as a buffer and ex¡nsing the person to the changes "by
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providing the information neecled to reduce or eliminate drastic

psychologicai or physical consequences of Iife change. . . " (Lin, €t

al., p. LØg). This is particularly true if there are a nunber oE

younger "oeople with j-n the social network. In such a situation, a

confidant can act as a shock absorber between the outside worlcl,

v¡hich is changing at an ever accelerating rate and the person who is

trying to deal with the multitude of changes. They can assist the

person understand the changes in a way that they can relate to and at

a speed which they can rleal with. In this way, a confitlant may hel¡:

a person feeL fitore in tune with the world instearl of being so

alienated by it.

These three factors all affect the ability to cope and adapt to

some clegree . Some relevant studies are reviewed here to demonstrab':

the actual effects that they have on people.

Research on Rel-evant Factors

The literature on the number of co¡:ing strategies used seems to

be virtually non-existent. Michaelson, et al. (1982) stuclied the

number of coping strategies used in conjunction with the type of

strategies utilized. Their findings suggest Lhat those who were

better able Lo cope, used more coping strategies and that a higher

percentage of these strategies were cognitive, which enhanced their

Lrnclerstanding of the problem. Pearlin and Schooler (f978) also

studied coping strategies used by respondents. They interviewed a

representative sample of. 23ØØ people bettveen the ages of IB and 65
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and concluded that no matter how good it may be, no single coping

strategy is likely to be as effective as a number tlf strategies'

pearlin and schcoler (1978) also add that "the greater Lhe scope anri

variety of the individual's coping repertoire, the more protection

coping affords" lp.IB). Indeed, they suggest thaL the best situation

is to have a large number of coping strategies in addition to a great

<leal of resources rather than one or the other '

pearlin and schooler (1978) outlined three basic coping

functions. In the first group were responses which unuld nodiiy the

situation. In doing so, the strain should be reduced or eliminaterl'

They found however that in their interviews very few people mentioned

this sort of strategy. The second type of coping function requires

redef ining the meaning of the problem. This may work by l-) .

"cognitively neutralizing" (p.6) the difficult- or threatening

situation so that it is no longer defined as threatening, or 2) '

control the meaning of the situation once it has occurred, but l:efore

one begins to experience stress (selective ignori.tg) ' This strategy

was definitely the most cormnonly used. The third type of coping

function involves responses which help to control the stress after it

has occurred. This strategy does not modify the situation but merely

helps one accept it. This may take a number of Eorms such as:

denial, passive acceptance, withdrawal, an

element of magical thinking, a hopefulness
bordering on blind faith, and belief that
avoidance of v,orry and tension is the same

as problem solving (Pearlin and Schooler,
1978, p. 7) "
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on theThe most effecr-ive type of coping strategy also depenrls

situation. Pearlin and schooler (1978) tound that problems v'¡hich

arose with people with whom one has close interpersonal relationships

are less likely to be stressful provicled that the persons involved

,,remain cormnitted to and involved in those relationships" 1p'rr) ' In

terms of f inances and work the opposite vias fourrcl to be true' Ii

peopte disengage themselves from the situation, stress is less iikely

to occur (Pearlin and Schooler, f97B) '

Folkman and Lazarus (f9Bø) also found the bype of ccping usec]

varied depending on bhe situation. Their fintJings suggest that

problems in health were associated with emc¡tion focuseci coping '

whereas problems in u¡crk were associated with problem focused coping '

pr<¡blem focused coping describes "cognitive problem-solving efEorts

and behavioral strategies for altering or managing ihe source t¡f the

problem,, (Folknan & Lazarus, l9BØ, p. 224) . Emotion Eocusecl coping

includes ,,cognitive and behavioral ef forts clirected at reducing or

managing emotional distress" (Fblknan & Lazarus, l9BØ, p. 225) '

The research on identities is also rather sparse' Thoits (1983)

conducted a study on identities. The data Erom this stucly were from

the Ìlew Haven community survey which was conducted by another set of

researchers (Myers et â1. , Lg7L, Lg'l4). lnitially, the sam¡;le

consisted of LØg5 people selected at random from a community health

center catchment area in greater lJe!ú llaven. Not all res¡nndents coulcj

or v¡culd be interviewed, therefore, in 1967 a total <-rf 938 people were

interviewed and two years later 72Ø people frorn the original sampJ-e

were interviewed. Thoits' (L9B3a) sample was based on the rlata from
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the remaining 72Ø people, which she states is very similar to the

original cohort, with the exception of the under 3Ø years age group

which dropperi from 252 oÊ the sample in t967 to 19? in 1969. Other

than this, Thoits (f9B3a) does not give any information on the

sample. However, Myers et al. (L974) SLate that the sample

"represents a cross section of the conrnunity's population and includes

all ethnic, racial and socioeconomic groups."

Thoits (I9B3a) hypothesized that social identities provirle

meaning, pur¡nse and behavioral guidance to Iife and "these qualities

are essential for psychological well-being and organized, functional

behavior" (p.f$3). The resul-ts from the study in<licate that people

with numercus identities re¡nrteci significantly less psychological

distress, and the more identities accumulaterl, the iarger the decrease

in distress ' rn addition, signif icant resurts \'^/ere obtained which

showed that a change in identity was inversely related to change in

distress. fhoits (19B3a) also trieci to determine ',vhich t)í: l-t,ro

theories would be supported. The first was the time and energy

conrnitment proposition v¡hich suggests that isolated people (those who

have few identities) will be more psychotogically affected by

identity gains or losses than people who are integrated (¡nssess many

identities) " In other words, increases will be more beneficial and

losses more detrimental to isolated than integrated persons.

The second theory is the network-embeddedness conception of

coÍmitment which suggests a change in oners identity will have a

greater psychological impact on integrated rather than isolated

people. This is due to the overlap and connections between
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identities. If an identity is lost, then the netv¡crk wiLl be

affectecl because disruption cccurs within al-I the other areas rvhich

the identity overlapped with. The results support the latter

argument.

Thcits (I9B3a) also examined four socio-demcgraphic variables

(age, sex, family income, and education). The findings suggest that

women show significantly higher ievels of ciistress Lhan men, and that

distress is reduced signif icantly by â9e, f amily income r âÍtrl

eclucation. The results also inrlicate that people under 3Ø ot ove-r 6Ø

tend to have the fewest identities; and identity gains are more

frequent ainong people who are uncler 5Ø years, whereas identity Losses

are more conmon alIìong persons over 5Ø years.

EinaIIy, there have been a number of studies on the importance oÎ

social sup¡nrt and confidants on the coping process. One of these

was conducterl by Monroe, et aI. (1983) anci tested the relationship

betrveen life events, social suppor:t and slanptom specif icity. It was

hypothesized that social sup¡nrt variables would be relaterl to

follow-up slmptoms. The sample used for this study consisted oi t67

university students from introductory psychology classes of which 47

were male and L2Ø wete female. Their findings suggest that social-

support does act as a moderating factor on the impa.ct of life

events. Al-so, those who had a few close friends and who perceived

events as being undesirable were more likely to exhibit diverse tyr:es

of symptoms. Thus, it rn¡culd appear that social- support does play an

irn¡nrtant role in alleviating stress. Unfortunately, the results oE

this study are not generalizable due to the sample used, Since it is
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not representative of tþe population.

Turner (fg8f) designed a stuCy in which he wishecl to determine

"whether social support has im¡nrtant effects in its own right or is

im¡nrtant wholly t ot largely, as a bufier against unusual- stress"

(p.358) " The sample use<l for this study was obtained from four

,listinct ¡npulations, however, none were representative of the

general population" The iindings of this study suggest that "there

is a significant and substantial relationship" (p. 362) between

social support and psychological well-being for all four

¡npulations. It also appears that social support has significant

main effects and is an im¡nrtant factor in stressful circumstances.

Another study was conducted by Lowenthal and Haven (1968) on an

aged population" This study was designed to analyze the relationship

between interaction (intimacy) and adaptation. The parent sample

inclucleri 6ØØ persons agerl sixty and over whom were rlrawn From census

t-racts in San Francisco. The respondents were interviewed at three

intervals approximately a year apart" At the end of this time there

were only 28Ø respondents remaining. As with the other stuclies the

sample used in this experiment was not representative. The results

indicated that "there is a clear and consistent relationship between

social resources and good morale, and between social deprivation an<l

low morale" (p. 24) " Lowenthal and Haven (f968) also found that

intimacy vùas significantly related to a subjective sense of

rvell-being. Finally, their hlpothesis that intimacy influences

positive adaptation was confirmed.

Finally, Pearlin, et al., (fg8l) conducted a longituCinal stuCy
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on the stress process" The original sample for this study r,va:;

comprised of 2,3ØØ adults between the ages of lB and 65, and \^las

representative of the U.S. census-defined urbanized area of Chicago.

After four years when the follovi-up was conducted they hacl a total- of

L,LØ6 resSnndents. This rather large decrease in the number of

respcndents could ,lrastically affect the results. Pearlin, et al.

(fgBI) note that the attrition was to a small extent disproportionate

among young, non-white males of limiteC income but do not give any

further information on those who clid not complete the study. firey

also state that the generalizabilj-ty of the Eindings is decreasecj due

to the select stressors that they studied.

One of the things which Pearlin et al. (I9Bf) rvished to determine

was the role of mediators (coping and social supports) in the stress

process. At the outset of the paper they note,C that:

Persistent role strains can confront,
people with dogged evidence of their own
failures-or lack of success- and with
inescapable proof of their inability to
alter the unwanted circunstances of their
Iives. Under these ccnditions, people
become vulnerable to the loss of
self-esteem and to the erosion of mastery
(Pearlin, et al., 1981, p. 34Ø) "

i{hen the role of mediators was tested, it vias found that coping dici

help to reduce stress and that social support !úas most img>rtant in

helping to maintain a Snsitive self-concept. Although social supg)rt

could not alleviate the stress, it did help to protect the subjects

from suffering a decline in self-esteem and nastery.
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Although the concept of social sup¡nrt is not identical to the

concepl- of identities, there are many areas of overlap. For example'

it stancis tr: reason that anyone with a large number of iclentities

will also be fairly high in social sup¡xrrt, since each icientity wiIl

provide contact with at least one person, and some iclentities such as

cÌlurch member or a member of an organization shoulci provide contact

with guite a feiv indi'ziduals. McCall & Sirmnons (1978) note that

people are rev¡arded "in the coin of social support r:.8 identities..."

(p. BI) . CcnverseJ-y, one who has few identities will probably be

correspondingly low in social support. A person v¡ho is lacking the

identities of s¡nuse, parent, friendr or organizational member will

probabl-y also be lacking in social sup¡nrt since the people who

usually give a lot of social sup¡nrt are missing (s5nuse, child,

friends) . Social- support and identities are two sides of the same

coin, and as such are related in many ways. Since tirese two factors

are so cJ-osely related, they rviIl be combinerl. Instead of

differentiating between social support and icientities, they will be

treated as one Eactor, called roles.

These two factors (nr¡nber of coping strategies, number of roles)

are not mutually exclusive. In many cases they combine to affect the

ability to cope.

Relationship Between Factors

The ability to cope is affected by number of roles and the number

coping strategies that are available.of
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The number of coping strategies one has will also affect the

ability to cope. A greater number of coping strategies available for

use will- increase the probability of being able to cope well' Aì-so,

those r,vith a high number of roles should utilize a gLeater repertoire

of coping strategies than those with few ro1es.

The ¡nssession or accunulation of a large number of roles shouicl

be benef icial in terms of adaptation. The more roles one ,cossesses,

the better one should know who one is and how to behave. "The

greater the number of roles held, the stronger one's sense rtf

meaningful, guicied existence" (Thoits, I9B3a¿ p. I75). Also, as

Kaplan (1983) points out, one's resources are deriveci from membership

in social groupings. These groupings help to provide the indivi,lual

with the information required in order function well in socier-y.

Thus as the number of groups one has membership in increase, so do

the chances of obtaining the required resources. Palnore et aI.

(L979) and Gutt-mann (f978) found that people with inore resources hac-.ì

less difficulty in adapting than those with fewer resources. Those

with more roles will in aII probability have more resources and

should therefore be better able to adapt. In addition, as the

membership in groups increases, so does the probability of having a

large sup¡nrt network. Iowenthal c Haven (f 968) ancl l.{euller (I9Bø) ,

founcl that a supportive social network was beneficial in adapting.

Other studies reviewed on roles and coping suggest that the

number of roles plays an im¡nrtant part in the ability to cope.

Ilaving a number of roles, or a confidant may help to ex¡x)se the

elderly person to the changes in techno Lc¡;y, morals, and values. The
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confirlant can explain or help familiarize the elderly perscn with the

changes so that they are not sc foreign" As Lin, et al-. (L919),

suggests, having a source of information may serve as a t¡uffer ancl

"reduce or eliminate drastic psychological or physical consequences

of life changes" (p.fØ9). Conversely, the presence of a conficlant or

a supportive social network may assist in maintaining a positive

seì-f-concept (Pearlin, êt â1., l-98l) thus reducing the chance of

losing control or of feeling overuuLrelmeri.

fnese are the pro¡nsed relationships between the r¡ariables

reviev¡ed in this study" Foll-owing are the specific hlzpotheses which

will be examined.
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Hypotheses

I. The elrlerly with high ego development r'vill report
less difficulty in coping with the technoiogy than
those r,vith low ego develofment.

2. The elderly with high ego develo¡xnent will reSnrt
less <liificuJ-ty in ccping ruith the morals and

values of today than those with lotv ego
rlevelopment "

3. The elderly with high ego development will have
more coping straLegies than those with lotv ego

develo¡xnent "

4. The elderly who are high in measures of social
support will have less difficulty in coping witìl
the technology Ehan those who are low in social
sup¡nrt.

5. The elderly who are high in rneasures of social
sup¡nrt will have less <liEficulty in coping with
the morals ancl values of today than those who are
loiv in social suP¡nrt.

6. Elderly people with a large number of identities
(integiatéd) will have fewer problems in coping
with the technology than those ivith few identities
( isolated) .

1. Elderly people with a large number of identities
(integiatedj wiII have fewer problems in coping
with the morals and values of today than those
with few identities (isolated) .
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Methodology

9gnp1g

The sample used in this study consisted of 5l elderly respondents

(people aged 6Ø years or older) who are currently living in Greater

Victoria. Obtaining a sample posed a problem for a number oL-'

reasons, one of which was the lack of contacts in Victoria and the

surrounding corrnunities .

Many organizations did not want researchers. Some senicr's

activity centres approached already had a number of researchers

conducting studies. The director of one actirzity centre .coinberl out

that the seniors come to the centre to have fun and did not wish to

answer questionnaires .

The sample was finally obtained through elderly volunteers at a

senior's Iodge (n=7), members of the Senior's Peer Counselling Course

(n=15), members of the Victoria Gerontology Association (n=iØ) ' a

senior's orchestra (n=9), and friencls' parents (and their friends; n=

Lø) )

At the time the research was conducted, none of the respondents

were institutionalized; they were all living in the commr-urity '

Thirty-six, (1ØZ) percent of the subjects were female, and the

remaining 15 subjects were male. The sample had a higher per:centage

of female respondents than is found in the general popr:ial-ion '

According to Statistics Canada (fg$f) , f.or the 65 - 85 year age group

there is a ratio of four women for every three men. For the 85 year

and over age group this ratio changes to two females for every maie '
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Tne present sample inclucles Lhe 6Ø-64 years age bracket. Since the

pro¡rcrtion of men is higher for younger age groups, this sample

should have a higher propr:rtion of men than is found in the

lgggstatistics Canada census. This sample is not representative of

similar age groups in the population.

The majority of respondents (39 of 5I) feII into the 6Ø - 14 year

age group while only twelve resfÐndents were over seventy-five. TÌle

people in this sample appear to be well educai-ed. A total- of 39

(76e") respondents completed high school and of those 9 (L1-62) to<;k

some university training and L4 (27.52) recei'zed one or more

degrees. According to Statistics Canada (f9Bl-) less than half of thr:

elclerly have completed grade 9 and only 5Z reported having a

university certificate. As age increases, the percentage cf elderly

who have less than nine years schooling increases from 48% of people

aged 65-74 6Ls" of people agecì 85 and over (Stalistics Canada,

fggt) . It ap¡:ears that the respondents in tÌris sampl-e are better

educated than the respondents in the Statistics Canacla survey.

Relative to education, this sampJ-e is not representative of the

elcierly population.

I{easures

The respondents were asl<ed to complete a questionnaire consisting

of five sections. The first section (Appendix A) was a measure of

demographic variables. The next section (Appendix B) assessed the

reported ability to cope with the changes in technology. As there

were no existing measures this measure had to be constructed.
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Questions regarding technological innovations as computers and

banking machines were included to try to determine çvhether or not tÌre

res¡rcndents are famil-iar with them. They were also askecl whether

they felt ccmfortable using some of the new products. A score of I

lvas given for a reply which indicated adaptation to changes in

technology, Ø f.ot a response of "D)n't know" and Ø for an ansrver

v¡hich indicated an inability to adapt" Questicns I ancl 2 and 6 were

not included in the score since they did not determine tlle abil-ity or

inability to cope. The possible range of scores for bhis measure was

Ø to 9. The ability or inability to arlapt was then compared with tÌre

number of repcrted roles in order to test the fourth hypothesis.

Appendix C illustrates the measure for morals and values which

comprisecl the third section of the questionnaire. As with the

preceeding section oE the questicnnaire, the respondents were asl<ec-l

questions regarding how they felt about some rtf the chanEes in morals

ancl valueS, sugh aS living Conrnon-lar,v, or premArital sex, aS "vell aS

whether or not they believe the morals land values they hol<l are bhe

same as the younger generations. This measure was scored in the same

manner as the preceecling questionnaire with a çnssible range oE

scores from Ø to 5. Questions l, 3, 4, and 9 were not included in

the scoring since they either did not <letermine the ability or

inability to cope with changes in morals and values ' or the questions

were later ccnsidered to be too subjective to be accurate, ancì

there¡ore were not included. Since the social supg:rL and identities

measure were combined, the fifth and seventh hypotheses were tested

by comparing the number of re¡nrted roles çsith the abj-lity to adapt
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to changes in morals and value's.

The fourth section oE the questionnaire (Appendix D) measureci the

number of roles. The purpose !ùas to establish the amount of social

support received, both from iriends and relatives and to determine

the nunnber of identities one Snssessed. Thoits (l9$3a) used the

following social ¡nsitions to assess the number of identities:

spouse, parent, employee, student, organizational member, church

member, neighbor and friend. For each category indicaterl, the

res¡nndent received a Score of "l" gi'"'ing a range of scores from Ø to

B. This seerned insufEicient since the respondent may belong to more

than one organization, or have more than one friend'

euestions I through 6 were used to determine the number oE roles

the person possessed. The respondents received a score of Ø tf- they

were not married, had no children, $/ere noL working' did not beionq

to any organization, or go to church. A score of I was given if the

res¡rcndent tvas married, had one or two children, was ranrking 
'

belonged to one or tv¡c organizations, goes to church or has less than

twenty frj-ends. A score of 2',vas given to res¡>ondents who had three

or more children, had more than twenty friends, or belonged to three

or four organizations. Finally, a score of 3 was given to those r'vho

belonged to rnore than five organizations. Initially, quesLions 7

through IØ were included in the scoring- These questions !{ere

designed to determine how much social support a person received, antl

were scored by assigning weight according to hoiv close the friend or

relative was, as well- as how often the resSnndent saw ilim or her'

The scores t^iere then sunrned to give a measure of social support'
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Flowever, many of the respondents did not answer the questions

accuratelyr and many questions iùere left unaswered. ThereEore tìrese

questions were eiiminaterl from the scoring. The possible range of

scores was from Ø Lo LØ.

The Coping Inventory (I{orowitz & Wilner, L9BØ) was used to

establish the number of coping strategies used. T'ìris measure was

scored by giving a score of I for each strategy seiect-erC, anC adcll-ng

the nunber of stategies used together. The possible range for this

measure was Ø to 33. The number of coping stategies userl were

compared with the abitity to adapt to the changes in technolog! antl

and the changes in morals and values to test bhe sixth and seventh

hgntheses respectivelY.

Non-parametric measures vJere appliecl for testing all ol] the

hypotheses. Tb employ parametric statistics the population must be

normally distributed and measurement must at least ìre at the intervai

level. Flowever, the distribution of this ¡rpulation was not known'

In addition, the measures are at the ordinal level instead of at the

interval level. Therefore, nonparametric statistics were cieemed more

appropr iate .
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Results

The type of the measures used in this sturiy did noi permit the

use of pararnetric statistical tests. The non-pararnetric stati.stic

chosen \.^ias the Median Test. This test is analagous to the parametric

ccrrelated samples t-test. The Median TÞst "is a procedure which can

be used to test whether two or mcre in<lependent samples (groups)

cliffer in central tendency" (iluck, Cormier, & Bounds, L974, p. 2Ø6).

Using this Lest, the probability of two groups having the same

median may be determinecl. The mslian responses on each variable are

calculated, and the groups are separated into two categories, th<)'le

abtve, and those below the median. This is done for for b¡tl-l

variabies. The frequency of occurence is calculated, giving a table

with four possible cells. In the Eirst cell are those people wh<;

were above the meclian on 'ooth variables. in the seccnd cell are

those who t{ere above the rnerlian on the first variable, and bel-ow it-

on the seconcl variable. The thircl ceII contains those who are below

the median on ijre first variable and above the median cn the second

variable. Finally, the fourth cell contains those people who were

below the median on both variables (Iluck, Cormier, & Bounds, L914).

The Chi-square distribution was used to compute the calculated

value for the Median Test.

Table I lists the range, mean, median, mocle

deviation for each variable.

and standard
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ñ^Lì ^ Trd.t_lru r

Range, lulean, Median, Mo<1e, and stanrlard Deviation by variable

var iable P,ange Mean Med ian Mo<1e Stanrlarrl
Deviation

Roles 2-g 6-Ø13 6 1 L' 634

Coping LØ-32 22.94L 24 29 5"394

Strateg ies

Tbchnology l-9 5.196 5 6 L'822

l.{orals and (l-5 2-353 3 3 'Ø5224
Values

@
The sample used for this study consisted of 36 (1Ø.52) I'omen and

15 (29.4."6) men. The ages of the respondents range from the 6Ø-64

year category through to the 9Ø+ category. The modal age range was

the 7Ø-14 year age range.

The following table illustrates the age breakdowns Íor men and

women.
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Table II

Breakdown of rþe Categories by Sex

Age Category Females

ll=36 (1Ø.62)

l4ales

N=I5 (29 " 42)

Tr:tal

6Ø-64

65-69

1(¿ - 74

75-79

BØ-84

85_89

9Ø+

6 (L6.72)

s (2sz)

LØ (27 .32)

6 (L6.12)

3 (8.32)

r (2.8?)

r (2.8å)

(26.72)

(2Øz)

(46 "72)

(6"7"a)

LØ (19.62)

L2 (23.så)

L7 (33.3?)

7 (L3.72)

3 (s.9%)

r (r.962)

r (r.962)

4

3

l
I

(LØØ . ØZ) (LøØ . ØZ) 51 (LØøZ)

The erlucation level of this sample seemed relatively high. A

total of 39 (76.52) respondents completed high schcol, ancl 14 (21.52)

<¡f these received a university degree or an R.ltr and 9 (L7.62)

respondents tc¡ok some university traininq, but ciid not graduate.

Only 12 (23.52) respondents did not complete high school. When this

is broken down by sex, 28 (77.8e") women and ll (73.3?) men complete,l

high school, ând 9 (252) women and 5 (33.3U ) men completerl a

university degree. A total of 9 (252) r¡/omen tcnk some university

training, but did not graduate, ând B (22.2ea) women and 4 (26.7%) men

did not complete high schocll.

When the occupations were broken down inbo the categories of

white collar, blue col-Iar, clerical, and no response, it was found



that 28 (54.92) respondents fell into the

3 (5.9U ) were in blue collar, and 1 (L3.12)

total of 13 (25.52) gave no response.

3. The elderly rvith high ego development
nnre coping strategies than those with
develc¡xnent.

56

category of white collar,

were clerical ',,¡:rkers. A

have
ego

Iiypotheses I - 7

The following hypotheses were eliminated from this stuCy due

the serious problems with the ego develcpnent questionnaire.

The elrierly with high ego development wil-l report
less difficulty in coping with the technology than
thcse with low ego development.

The elderly with high ego deveio¡xnent will report
less difficulty in coping vriih the norals and
values of today than those with low ego
rlevelo¡ment.

1.

)

rvi 1l
l-olv

After pre-testing the questionnaire, it was Êouncl that it took a

great deal of time to complete. Secondly the scoring Eor the

questionnaire was highly ambiguous. originally' the sample userl for

this measure consisted of 543 girls and women with ages ranging irom

ll years to over 5Ø years. However, the majority tdere very young.

Sixty-one percent of the \¡romen in this study were thirty years of age

or less (Loevinger a Wassler , L97Ø). Since it could not be scored

with any consistency or reliability, ancl it was not userl for elderly

people or for men, it was deemed unsuit.able, and l-herefore was

removed.
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I1y¡-rotheses 4 through 7 were not testerl as statecl si-nce the

measures of social sup¡nrt and icientities were exceedingly similar

and it seemed nþre appropriate to combine the tr,'Ð measures into one.

4. Thre elderly who are high in measures of social
support will have less difficulty in coping with
the technology than those who are low in social
support.

5. The elderly who are high in measures of social
support will have tess cliEficulty in coping with
the ncrals and values of today than those who are
lorv in social sup¡rcrt.

Elderly people with a large number of iclentities
(integrated) will have fewer problems in coping
with the technology than those with few ident.ities
(isolated).

Elderly people with a iarge number of irlentities
( integrated) wiII have fewer probiems in coping
with the morals and values of today than those
with few identities (isolaterl) .

Accordingly, the two r{ere merged, and the resulting measure o.E

roles was tested with technology and morals and values in alternatirze

hypotheses. In addition, coping strategies were testerl with

technology and nurrals and values in the following hypotheses.

Ir. Elderly people with a large nunber of roles will
have fewer problems in coping with the new
technology than those with few roles.

2r " EIderJ-y people with a large nr¡nber of roles will
have fewer problems in coping with the morals anrl
values of today than those with few roles.

o.

1.
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3r. The eltlerly with many coping strategies will-
have less difficul-ty in adapting to the changes in
technology l-han those who have a low number of
co"oing strateg ies .

4r. The elrlerly with many coping strategies witl
have less difficulty in coping with the morals anrJ

values of today than those have fel coping
strategi.es.

Roles

In the null form, the first hy¡:othesis stated that elderly people

with a large number of roles v¡ould have the same number of prohrlems

in coping rvith the technology as tirose r,vith few roles. Tabie 3

il-Iustrates that the Median Test of this hypothesis prorlucecì a

chi-square score Eor this hypothesis of Ø.ØB6L which was nch

significant (P= .7692) .

Table III

lìoles in Reiation to Technology

Tbchnology

Roles

Below Median Above Meriian

Above Median

Below Median

L2

14

X2 = . Ø86I
p - .7692

Non-Parametr ic Median Test

The null fcrm oE the second hypothesis stated that peopie with a

large number of roles i,,¡culd have the same number of problems in
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coping with the morals and values of today as those wi'.h few roles.

Table 4 shor¡¡s that the Median Test chi-square was I.9331, which was

also not significant (p=.1644).

Table IV

Roles in Relaticn to Morals and Values

Roles

Irbrals and Values Below Median Above Median

Above Median

Below Meclian

4

22

Xz = I.933L
p = .L644

\Ion-Parametric Meclian Test

çqp-rns-q!¡elesiee

The nuli form of the thirri hypothesis preclicts that the elderly

w6o are high in the number of coping strategies would have the sarne

amount of difficulty in ccping with technology as those who are iow

in coping strategies. Table 5 illustrates that the Meclian Test

chi-square statistic was Ø.Ø22L and was not significan[ (p=.BBt9).

Table V

Coping Strategies in Relation to Technology
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Ç9*o_lng__S_t_retq_9-ge

Tbchnology Below Meciian Above Median

Above Median

Below Median

L2

L4

L2

I3

.Ø22L

. BBT9

l{cn-Parametr ic Merl ian Test

The null form of the last hy¡nthesis stateci that the elderly who

are high in number of coping strategies r,voulci have the same amount of

<iifficulty in coping with the morals and values of toclay when

comparecl to those who are lower in number of coping strategies. The

chi-square statistic was 2.Ø6ø1 and r,vas not signif icant (p=.I5lI) .

Table VI

Coping SLrategies in Relation to Morals and Values

Coping Strategies

l4rrals and Values Below Nlerlian Above Meciian

.r2 -
p=

Above Median

Below Median

õ

t7

3

¿J

2.Ø6Ø7
. I5II

Non-Parametr

Discuss ion

Initial-ly, a measure for Ego Develo¡ment, consisting of 36 was
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included in the questionnaire. When the measure was pre-testeri a

number of problems tvere encountered. One major problem with the

specif ic questionnaire was its length (approxi-mately l- hour). The

respondents requirerl a considerable length of time to ansrver it.

A-l-so, when trying to score the questionnaire, it became apparent that

the scoring of the measure was rather ambiguous. For example' Lhe

f irst question was "Raising a family ..." fne res¡nndent was askec,l

to complete the question. The respondent may complete the question

with a conrnent such as "Raising a family is hard work." Tne scorer

was then expected to judge the level of the respcnse. However, since

the scoring manual did not (could not) give examples of al-l possible

responses, the scorer was often lef t guessing as to which categtlr:y

the responrlent should be placed in relative to each question.

FinaIIy, the scoring procedures in adrlition to being ambiguous r,rere

very cumbersome.

The findings for hypotheses lr ancl 2r comparing roles and

technologyr and roles and morals and values respectively, failed to

reach significance. It appears that there is no relationship between

roles and technology. Although it is not significant, a smali

association may be suggested between the number of roles and

acceptance of moral-s and values, Contrary to the hypotheses, the

trend seems tc inrlicate that people"who are high in roles are perl-iaps

Iess able to adapt to changes in morals and values than are those v¡ho

have a few number of roles. Perhaps people who have a large number

of roles and have greater social sup¡nrt are more ex¡nsed to age

peers r¡¡1.1o tend to try to maintain the status quo. Therefore' thelz
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are more likety to lrave the same morals and values as they rliC when

they were younger. Ccnversely, it may also be that tÌrose people who

are low in number of roles do not have as much support from age

peers, and may be more amenable to the changes that take place,

especially if they are exposed to nlcre outside influences such as

televisicn.

Problems

The lack of significant findings for the comparison oE the number

of roles and acceptance of technology and number of roles and

acceptance of morals and values may be ciue to the measure of the

number of roles employed. The categories may be tc'<¡ broad ancl fail

to access the nature of a relatir>nship. For example, a person may

belong to a number of organizations, but not attend meet-ings or

gatherings very Erequently and/ even when tìre person iloes, he/she may

avoicl contact with others. Thus, althougir the person çvould receive a

high score in the number of roles, he/she does not utilize the

pcltential for contact with others, and the roles are not really

influential.

tur additional- problem with this questionnaire is that a Fairly

large number of respondents (LØ) did not state how many friends they

had, thereby reclucing the number of cases which could be used in the

analysis. Due to the crudeness of the measure the number of roles

the respondents had was not determined in a total of IØ cases. TÊ

the measure i/ùere mcre refinecl , a more accurate determination could be

made of the number of roles the res¡nndents possess.
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fhe finclings for hypotheses 3r and 4r, comparing the number of

coping strategies and acceptance of technology, and the number of

coping strategies and acceptance of morals and values respectively,

also failed to reach significance. It appears that the nunber of

coping strategies and the ability to adapt to changes in technology

are in no way related. However, there does seem tc be a slight trend

with the number of coping strategies and the abitiLy to ariapt to

changes in morals and values. There lvas a ìrigher ¡rercentage oi

responclents who could adapt to the new morals and val-ues in the group

who rvere high in the number of coping strategies than low in co¡:ing

strategies. Thirty-two percent of those with a high number oE coping

strategies were able to adapt to the new morals, while only II.5? of

the respondents who were low in the nwnber of coping strategies ivere

able to adapt (see Table 6). Although it. is not significant, ir-

appears that the number of coping strategies may have some influence

on the ability to adapt to the changes in morals and values.

Al-so of interest is the fact that when compared with the number

of coping strategies, 7BZ of the respondents reported being unable to

adapt to the changes in morals and values. It seems that adapting to

changes in morals and values requires that one change too many

ingrained basic beliefs which may alter the basic personality

structure, añd as a result it seems that the respondents left their

value systems intact.

Adapting to changes in technology does not require the same tlzpe

of psychological changes as accepting new morals and values. In a

sense, technology is value free as it does not require changes in the
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inrlividual's personality. Dealing with changes in technology is in

fact nore of a learning process. One must learn to set a digital

watch, or to operate a VCR or a computer. EssentialJ-y all cne neecls

is information on the product.

However, this is not true of adapting to changes in norals and

values. One may have a great deal of information saying that morals

and values have changed and that young people spend their money more

readily, or that young people are more inclined to live tor¡ether than

people were in the past. Simply Ìreing ativare of this or ha'¿ing all

the information does not mean that one agrees r,vith what is

happening. Inherent beliefs of right and wrong are involved' and if

any changes are to take place, the belief system must agree with the

changes in morals and values. If it cloes not, then the morals and

values will- not change.

t4any older peopJ-e grew up with the belief that some things cannrtt

be changed, that some things are always right and others are always

wrong. They b:lieve in God, oL in the nature o[ things anc] thab

these things will always be constants. For people such as this, some

morals and values cannot be changed, they must remain the same.

Factors Affecting the Results

A number of factors may have had an impact on the findings (or

the lack thereof) of this study. As described earlier, the sample

usecl \,,/as not representative of the population. The pro¡nrtion of

\,^romen to men was too high, and the level of education of this group

was substantially higher than is fr:und in the general ¡npulation.
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Another problem with the sample vras its size" There were only 5l

res¡rcndents in the study, which vras relatively small , and ten

res¡nndents did not complete the questionnaire on roles, therefore

their responses on this measure could nol be used. A larger, more

representative sample is required. Any significant results vrnuld

then be generalizable Eor the elclerly (6Ø years and over) g>pulation.

The major flaw in this study seems to lie in tÌre crucieness oE

some of the measures. Unfortunately, there were no measures for

acceptance of technology or acceptance oE morals and values in bhe

existing literature, therefore they had to be developed. These

measures may not address all aspects of changes in acceptance of

technology and morals and values or may use the rvrong criteria Eor

determining adaptation.

Thoits (I9B3a) had developed a measure of roles, however, it

seemed verlz simplistic, and was alterecl. Even with the

modifications, it still rloes not seem to access the data require:l.

The categories seem too broad and do not give any information as to

the nature oE the roles or one's co¡mnitment to them. Fór example,

tv,¡c people may belong to the same organization. One person is not

very involved and only goes to meetings or gatherings occasional-Iy.

The other person however, attends all meetings and gatherings as well

as having administrative duties. As the roles measure stands, each

vould receive a score of rrl* for membership in the organization. The

natur-o of their respective reiationships with tÌre organizatit:n is

scored. It is necessary to determine the salience of the roÌes, as

weil- as their number. Perhaps if the res¡rcndents were aske<l to
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specify each person, organization, etc., and state how imSnrtant each

one is to them a more useful measure would result.

The sinplistic nature of the measure of roles causes some

s¡:eculation as to the finrlings in Thoits (r983a) study. The

questionnaire on roles does not attempt to determine whether bhe

respondent has more than one friend or belong to more than one

organization, or to orcler them in terms of satience. It seems that-

her findings would be nore useful if the measure were to take these

things into account.

The roles questionnaire also needecl to be changed so tÌrat a

higher percentage of res¡nndents q¡culd answer the question on the

number of friends they have. Perhaps if there were a number of

categories giving a range of friends which could be checked off, a

higher percentage of responses v¿ou1d be receirzed. Many of those r,vho

did answer the question were not very specific as to the number of

Eriends they have. For example many res¡nndents st-ated that they

have more than 3Ø or more than 4Ø friends t ot that they had "many"

iriends. CIre res¡nndent stated that he/she had a "legion" of

friends. If a number of categories of friends were girzen (Ø - 4,5 -

9, Lø - L4, etc.) perhaps a more accurate measure would result.

Ttre only measure which does not seem to require any changes is

the Coping Inventory (Horowitz and Wilner, LgBØ) wtrich was used to

measure the number of Coping Strategies. The measure seems to be

quite straightforward and covers a broad range of coping strategies.

At the end a few blank spaces may be included so that the respondents

could add strategies they have thought oi which were not on the list.
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Other Findings

Information about the res¡nndents may also be gleanecl 'oy

reviewing the manner in which the questionnaires were answerecl. Many

trends become apparent when individual questions are examined. This

information is more of a descriptive nature and the answers help tcr

give nore depth and understanding about the people who participaterì

in the study. In this particular case, an examination cf the answers

of the elderly respondents to the questionnaires helps to give a

better understanding of the attitudes and feeLings towards the

changes in technology and morals and values that have occured since

their birth. In Appendix B, the questions rvhich measurerl l-he

respondent's ability to cope with changes in technology, question 3

states " I believe I have been able to adapt to the changes in

technology." A total of 43 (84.3u ) of the res¡nnc1en1-s agreed with

this statement, while 7. B? (4) answered "Don't l<now" ancl a f url-Ìter

l.BZ (4) res¡nndents disagreerl. lfhren these results are broken down

by gender one finds that BØ% of. males and 86% of females believed

they have been able to adapt to the changes in technology. AJ-so,

more males than females answered "Don't know" (13.33 comparerl to

5"62), whil-e more females believed they were unable to aclapt to the

changes in technology than males (8.3% as opposed Lo 6.72). Despite

the fact that eighty-four percent of the men and women in this stuciy

believe F-hey have been able to adapt to the changes in technology, a

surprising number of respondents agreed with the statement "I often

have trouble operating (using) certain products. Thirty-three
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percent o[ the men in this study anci 4ØZ r:f the women agreed with

this statement. It would seem that despite the fact that some of

these res¡nnrients have cliEf iculty in operating some of the products'

they believe that they have been able to adapt to the changes in

technology" This may seem contradictory, but in fact may be easily

explained. Andrerns, Tennant, Hewson anci Vaillant (f 978) beiieve that

there are three factors accounting for indi'¡idual <lifferences in

reacting and dealing with stress. The first Eactor is bhe appraisal,

or the significance of the events, which is influenced by prior

exper ience in dealing with similar everits . Secondl:¡, personal-il-12

attributes, or the abitity to control events influences coping.

Finally, coping strategies help to ameliorate or eliminate stress.

The res¡nndents in this study who agreed that they have been able to

adapt to the changes in technology, may not have defined or appraiseri

the inability to operate alt products easily as being threatening.

AIso, they may believe they are essentially in control and are

confident that the problem may be v¡crked out. Finally' they may

possess effective coping strategies such as seeking help Írom

friends. Thus, although the respondents occasionally had clifficulty

in operating productsr on the whole, they perceive themselves as

being able to adapt to the changes in technlology.

It is also 5nssible that this question was misinterpreted due ¡-o

the ambiguousness of the term "difficulty. " "Difficulty" may be

interpreted to mean that people did not understand how to use a

product and had trouble operating it. It may also be that some

respondents were unable to operate products because of physical
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limitations" A person witli arthritis may have riifficulty in

operating a banking machine because his/her hands are crippled, not

because they rlid not understand how to use it.

Another unexpected fincling which also suggests that the elderly

believe they are essentially in control of the new technology, is the

response to question IØ (Appendix B) which asks iE they have used a

¡:ersonal computer t oL if they have not, if they muld like to learn

to use one. A total of 7Ø.62 of the respondents afEirmed their r:.se

or desire to use a personal computer. A few people conrnenterl that

they would like to use one properly, suggesting that perhaps they haci

tried to use a computer, but had not received adequate or proper

instruction, Ieaving them confused as to what to rlo. Given gocxl

instruction, IR)st seemed quite willinig to learn to use a computer.

OnLy 29.4? answered that they had not or did not desire to use a

personal computer. Flowever, a few people who gave a negaiive

response also conrnented that they had no need tc learn to use a

personal computer.

There were also a nurnber of interesting findings in regards to

the ability to adapt to changes in morals and values. In Appendix C'

question 2 states "I am able tc understand and relate to the young

people of today." A total of 56.92 (29) res¡nndents agreed wibh

this , while 27 .5e" (f 4) people answered "Don ' t know, " and tire

remaining L5"72 (B) disagreed with this statement. When broken down

by gender, a sex diEferences emerges. Sixty-one percent (22) of

women agreed that they can relate to the young peopJ-e of tcday, while

oniry 46.7s" (7) of the men agreed. Also, 11.13 (4) of the lvomen
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rlisagreed, whiJ-e 26"12 (4) men disagreerl. fne percentage of "Dln't

know" responses Eor tire males and females was almost icientical (26,12

and 2'7. B? respectively) "

The number of women who believe they can relate to the young

people of today is considerably higher than for the men. This may

indicate a greater degree of flexibility on the part of women than

for men, or it may be a reflecr-ion of the fact that women talk about

tìreir ,croblems and feeLings Inore and get to know people bebter than

men do. Perhaps women are a little more accepting and

non-judgemental, thereby alJ-owing them to discuss sensitive subjects

more easily than their males counterparts' even though they may not

agree with the attitudes of the younger person.

It may also be that structural conditions facititate the abitity

of women to relate to the young people of today. In bhe past, as well

as today \,fomen have been the kin keepers t oL the ones who maintain

contact with the rest of the Eamily (Shanas, L919; Shanas, LgBØ).

They are nore likely to phone, send Christmas carCs or to write

letters than the males in the family, therefore they come in contact

with nx¡re people of various ages. This improves their ability to <leal

with people.

The respondents in this study did not seem to hold the same

morals and values as the younger generations" In response to the

statement "The young people of today hold values which are diSferent

to the ones I hold" (question 4, þpendix C) 78-42 (4Ø) of the

respondents agreed. Slightly less than IØ? (5) ansrvered "Don't know"

and lI.B? (6) disagreed with this statement. Tìo the statement 'rThe
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morals I holcl are the salne as the morals which the younger

generations hold (ques'tion I , Appendix C) 62.7e" (32) of the

res¡r:ndents disagreed, 7.BZ (4) agreerì, and a considerable portion

( 15 or 29 . Aea) answer ed " Don ' t know . "

Having a different set of morals and values compared to the young

¡:eople of tociay would seem to be stress producing, especially if one

must deal with the young. However, Merton (f957) points out that Lhis

need not be so. "Each social status involves not a single associated

rol-e, but an array of roles" (p. IfØ). Therefore, for every social

status there is a role-set. For example, one may hold the position of

teacher " the role-set v,¡culd include students , the ,or inc ipal ,

colleages, the superintendent, and professional organizations

(Merton, L957) .

One characteristic of the role-set is that one is insulated Eron

observation by members of the role-set. In other worrls, it is not

very often bhat all members of a role-set will be present at r)nce.

"This fundamental fact allows for role-behavior which is at odds with

the expectations of some in the role-set to proceed 'i'/ithout unclue

stress" (Merton, L957¡ p. fI4). rhis fact may allow the elderly to

get along with their peers, as weIl as to understand their chilrlren,

or other young people, with little or no stress.

Although eighty-four percent of the subjects believe they have

been able to adapt to the changes in technology, the number of

respondents who have modified their morals and values is ccnsÍderably

less. Seventy-eight percent believed that they held different values

and 63? believecl they held different morals than the young people of
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today. Since values (and morals) are integral to one's personaiity,

this is not surprising. As Clark (f967) noted, the personality is

based on the values held. Therefore, if these are changed, they can

threaten one's reality, or the way in which the world is viev¡ecl.

Continuity of value systems is critical especially since it appears

to be part of the adaptive process (Iowenthal a Chiriboga, L9'73).

Values "are the building blocks, not only of self-esteem, but also of

the very def inition of reality" (Cl-ark, L961 , p. 62) " \/alues also

provide the yardstick for measuring rcrbh, as well as the criteria or

standard for measurement of behavicr, and modes of conrluct (iiorrocks

& Jackson, L972, p. 52) . An attempt to al-ter these morals and values

would be an extremeJ-y difficult and in all probability a very

clangerous task since one's reality is based on them. Since this is

out of the question for the majority of people, they continue to irolcl

nx¡rals and values which were established in the past.

However, since technological innovations are not as threatening

to the identity and reality of the indi'¡idual, they may be changed

more readily. Thus, the majority of people in this study (848)

believe they have been able to a<lapt to the changes in technology'

while the majority have not been able to adapt to bhe changes in

morals (62.7."a) and values (78.4%) .

Some of the res¡rcnses to questions were rather surprising. The

percentage of people who either had or u¡culd like to learn tc use a

personal computer was quite high (1Ø.6). .Another surprise came when

the respondents were asked to conrnent on the statement "I believe it

is acceptable for peopte to live together, outside the bonds of
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marriage" (question B, Appendix C). A total of. 5l? (26) people

agreed with this statement; II. B? (6) ansv¡ered "}:n't know", and

37.32 (f9) disagree,i" lrlhen these resuits are broken down by sex we

find that 53.3U of men bel-ieved that it. is not acceptabte for people

disagreed. A considerably larger percentage of males <iisagreed with

this than females. It seems that there may be a double standard and

that men are less accepting of people living together than women.

Alternatively, this difference may be somewhat illusory since manlz

women (L6.72) answered "Donrt know" while all of the male res¡nndents

eitlier agreerl or disagreed \,,Jith the stat-oment.

It may also be that this question was interpreted difEerently by

r-he respondents. The question does not speci iy who is lirzl¡g

together. One is left guessing as to whether the people living

together are a couple of teenagers t oL if they are two widowed

adults. The question is rather ambiguous and the res¡nnses will have

been affected according to the way in which the respondents

interpreted it.

In general, it would seem that the res¡nndents of this study were

better able to adapt to the changes in technology than the changes in

rorals and values " Although some o-E the respondents r¡rere not

completely familiar or comfortable with aII of the technological

innovation, on the whole, they seem to believe they have been able to

adapt to the changes that have occured since their birth. i{owever,

they did not seem to ad¡ust to the changes in morals and vaiues as

well as the technological changes. As mentioned earlier, this is to

be expected since changes in morals and values may require changes in
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the structure of the personlity, anrl is therefore much mori:

threatening " Nonetheless, a large portion of the res¡nndents felt

that Lhey were able to relate to and understand the young people of

today, Even though the elderly respondents do not hold the saine

beliefs as young people, many are still able to understand and accept

them.

Conclusion

Canacla's population is rapidly aging, and the proportion oE

elderly people is increasing considerably. In addition, rue ere in a

¡reriod <-rf extremely rapid changes in terms of technology as well as

to live together outside the bonds of marriage, while only 3Ø.5% oE

women in morals and values. fnese changes will impact upon all ages

of society, however, some people wiII be able to co,Ðe more

effectively than others.

The elderly of to<1ay have already had to aclapt to many changes

during their lifetime, and despite the increasing pace of

technological change, most elderly feel they have been able to arlapt

to the changes. Al-though most of the elderly have not changed their

morals and values it seems that many are still able to understantl anrl

relate to the young people of today. There is a fairly sizeable

portion who clo not feel they can relate to the young people of

today. Since it is rlifficult to changes oners morals and values,

future research may be aimed at identifying factors which help the

elderly to be able to understand, accept and relate to people with
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different morals and values.

Despite the finaings in this study, it still seems likely that

t-he number of roles and number of coping strategies are im¡nrtant in

adapti¡g to changes. Future research may be aimed at reEining tÌris

measures to determine their relationship to coping. Ai-So, it seems

likely that both the number of roles and the number oÍ. coping

strategies u¡culd be essential- in helping the elderly to understancl

and relate to tl're young ¡reople of today, in addition to learnitrg l-o

operate some of the new products on the market, such as computers anrl

banking machines. It seems that some of the respondents would be

more willing to try these things if they simply Ìlad someone who was

patient, ând would take the time to show them what to do"
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þpenclix A

Measure of Demographic Variables

Instructions:

The following is a set of questions designecl to find out more
ah>ut you. Please intiicate the appropriate category by placing a

check mark ( ) in front of the anslver.
e.g. _ Yes

No

l. Age:
6Ø-64
65-69
1Ø-14
75-79

BØ_84
85-89
9Ø or over

2. Sex:
l,laIe
FemaIe

3. Did you complete high school?
\t^^

- 

No - I-i you did not, what was the last grarJe !/ou
completed?

4. Did you complete university?
Yes What degree(s) dicl you obtain?
No Horv many years dicl you complete?

5. I{ave you worked r>utside of the home?
rc5
lüc - Please skip the remaining questions and go to

Section 2.

6. Are you retired?
Yes In what year did you retire

-No7. What is or vias your last title or position in work?
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þpendix B

Measure of the Impact of TÞchnology

Instructions:

The purpose of the questions in this section is to rletermrne
your opinions on certain subjects. Please inclicabe your choice by
placing a check mark ( ) in the blank space in front of the anstver
you have chosen.

l. There have been a great number of technological changes since I
was born.

Agree Don't l(now Disagree

2. The rate of technological change has been increasing.

Agree Don't l(now Disagree

3. I believe I have been able to adapt to the changes in technology.

Agree Don't Know Disagree

4" I have used the automated teller machine at my bank.

Yes - I feel comfortable using the automated teller
machine. Yes

-Nohlo - I: I were girzen the opportunitlz I would like to
learn to use the automated teller machine.

Yes

-No5. The fact that the rate of technological change has been increasing
does not vJorry me.

Agree Don't l(now Disagree

6" I do not understand the theory behind the operation oE a lob o[
todays products (e.9. digital watches, calculat-ors) .

Agree Don't Know Disagree

7. I often have trouble operating (using) certain products.

Agree Donrt ltrow Disagree
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B. f sometimes Eeel overwhelmed because I do not know how products
work.

Agree Don' t itrow Disagree

g. fne Eact that the computer will be used even more in the future
rloes nct \¡iorry me.

Agree Don' t ltrow Disagree

LØ " I have used a personal computer '

Yes - I feel comfortable using a personal computer.
Yes

No - If I were given the op¡nrtunitlz, I woul-cl lil<e to
learn to use a personal comPuter.

Yes

-No
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Appenrlix C

Measure of the Impact of Morals and Values

Tnstructions:
es with the quesiions in the last section, the quesf-ions in

this section are to find out what your cpiniorrs are on certain
subjects. Please indicate your choice by placing a clieck mark ( ) in
the space in front of the answer you have chosen.

l. The morals of people have changed since 1 was young.

Agree Don' t l(now Disagree

2. I am able to understand and relate to the young people of today.

Agree Don't l(now Disagree

3. The spending practices of the younger generation are clifferent
from my own.

Agree Don't Know Disagree

4" The young people of today hold values which are rJifferent irom the
ones I hold.

Agree Donrt Know Disagree

5" T do not feel- there is anything wrong with prenarital sex.

Agree Don't Know Disagree

6. Divorce is not an acceptable solution to an unsuccessful marriagr-'.

Agree Don't l{now Disagree

7" Children should take their elderly parents into their ovrn homes
rather than send them to institutions.

Agree Don' t lho\.^i Disagree

B, I believe that it is acceptable for people to live together,
outsicle the htnds of marriage.

Agree Don't Know Disagree

9. The morals I hold are the same as the nxrrals which the younger
generations hold.

Agree Don't Know Disagree
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Appendix D

Measure of l'lumber of Roles

lnstructions:

The purpose of this set of questions is tc find out abgut your
activities and friends. Please indicate your choice by piacing a

check marl< ( ) in the space in front of the answer you have chosen or
by filling in the blank where appropriate.

1. Are you married?
Yes

-xo2. Ilow many children do You have?

3" Are you working?
Yes

-No4. Ilow many organizatit>ns, groups or teams do you belong ì:o?

5" Do you go to church?
yes

- 
tl,c

6. About how many friends do you have?

7. On average, how often do you visit with your friencis(s)?

T\'ro or more times per week
Once a week
One time every two weeks
Once a month
Less than once a month

B" About how many of these friends do you consider as being close
fr iends) ?

9. How often woulcl you say you see this person(s) on average?

T\,^io or more times per week
Once a week
Cne time every tuo weeks
Once a month
Less than once a month

lØ. How many relatives do you have that you feel close to?
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lI. How oiten v¡ould you say you see this person(s) on average?

TWo or more times Per week

One time every two weeks
Once a rnonth
Less than once a month
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Appendix E

Measure of Coping Strategies

Instructions:

Below is a list of. ways tþat other people sometines use to
cope with events whicl't t-hey f ind stressful. Please try to picture a

stressful event which you have experienced recently and then rcad
each item on the list and ,lecide whether it applies to you. If it
cloes not, place a check mark ( ) in the box in the DOES NOT APPLY

colirnn. If the statement rìoes aPPlY, then place a check mark ( ) in
the box in the DOES APPLY column. Please answer trACI{ item by placing
a check mark ( ) in ONE of the boxes.

DOES

NOT DOES

APPLY APPLY

l" I tried to concentrate on other
things in my life.

2. I tried to think through the meanings
of the event for my life at present.

3. I trierl to work out how the event relatecl
to my past.

4. I worked to revise my expectations for the future.

5. I tried to find a humorous or even tragi-
cornic element in bhe event or life in generai.

6. I tried to separate the rational from the
irrational in my responses.

7. I tried to separate the possible from the
unlikely consequences that occured to me.

8" I sought increased emotional support from others.

9. I tried to find nel interests.

LØ. I tried to experience all my feelings and
work them through.

lI. I sometimes tried to experience feelings
and at others tried to put them out of my mind.

L2. I trierl to put it out of my mind and just go
on with my life"
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DOES

NOT DOES

APPLY APPLY

13. I sought consolation in philosophy or religion.

14. I spent more time in nature, listening
to music, with art or wriLing.

15. I tried to cievote myself to my work.

16. T tried to talk about it with others.

L7. I trierl to find people who had experienced the
same kj-nd of event to see how they dealt with it.

18. I tried to f igure out why t-he event
evoked the feelings it dir1.

t9. I tried not to be bothererJ by conflicting
feelings in ny reactions to the event.

2Ø. I tried to develop an attitu<1e toward the
event which r^¡culd help me to deal with it.

2L. I tried to clarify the choices I have in acljusting
my present life to the effects of the event.

22. I tried not to withdraw From other people.

23. T welcomed some time alone to think about
what ilad happened.

24, I tried to figure out the consequences of
behaving one way as opposed to another way.

25, I tried not to make any decisions about the future
until I was sure I was seeing things more clearly.

26. I tried to look at my present situation
as realistically as possible.

27.I thought about events from my past which
vnuld help me to cope with the present.

28. I tried to find some other outlets, Iike
sports, cooking, or gardening, to relieve
some of the feelings I had.
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I]OES
NOT DOES

APPLY APPLY

29. I tried doing impulsive things that I had
thought about before.

3Ø. I tried to think about the ¡rosit.ive things
that have happened in my life and compare Lhem
with what has happened.

3I. I tried to be more useful to others.

32" I looked for a person who could provide
direction for me.

33. I tried to remind mysel.t' that çvhat had
happened could have been vÐrse.


